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1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Objectives of this Guide 
 
Aim of this Guide is to investigate if and how Big Data Analytics could support Critical 

Infrastructure Protection and Resilience.  

 

The Guide makes a survey of the most appropriate techniques available from the research field and 

how they can be used with the multiple data sources from the IT/OT/IoT/IIoT integration, common 

to critical infrastructures. While surveying different problems and solutions, the Guide presents 

state of the art good practices and recommendations to cope with challenges and issues identified 

through the surveys. The Guide doesn’t cover the so called Security Intelligence based on web data 

sources analytics. 

 

The Guide follows and makes reference to two previous Reports: “Guidelines on Critical 

Infrastructures Resilience Evaluation”, published by AIIC at February 20161 and “Guidelines for 

Community Resilience Evaluation”, published by AIIC at February 20172. This Guide intends to be 

a reference document general enough to be applied to different sectors with reference to different 

data sources classifiable as IT/OT/IoT/IIoT, to be used and customized to draft sector specific 

similar documents. 

For the purpose of our Guide, we characterize Big Data into four aspects: (a) data sources, (b) data 

acquisition, (c) data aggregation and preprocessing, (d) data storage and analytics. The relationship 

between the four stages is represented in Figure 1, from “Review of IoT Data Analytics using Big 

Data, Fog Computing and Data Mining”3 The first step comprises managing different data sources, 

where connected sensors devices use applications to interact with one another. For example, the 

interaction of devices such as CCTV cameras, smart traffic lights, and smart home devices, 

generates large amounts of data sources with different formats. This data is acquired and locally 

stored in low cost commodity storage, second step.  In the third step, the generated data are called 

``Big Data,'' which are based on their volume, velocity, and variety. These huge amounts of data are 

stored in Big Data files in shared distributed fault tolerant databases, and preprocessed. The last step 

applies analytics tools that can analyze the stored Big Data sets.  

The volume of data generated by sensors, devices, and various other software applications and 

digital devices that continuously generate large amounts of structured, unstructured, or semi-

structured data is strongly increasing. This massive data generation results in ``Big Data'', see “Big 

IoT Data Analytics: Architecture, Opportunities, and Open Research Challenges”4.  Traditional 

database systems are inefficient when storing, processing, and analyzing rapidly growing amount of 

data or Big Data. Big Data technologies are normally referred as a new generation of 

technologies and architectures that aim to take out the value from a massive volume of data 

with various formats by enabling high-velocity capture, discovery, and analysis. Main 

characteristics of Big Data are: volume, veracity, value, variability, and complexity. The 3V's 

model, or its derivations, is the most common descriptions of the term ``Big Data.'' 

 

                                                        
1http://www.infrastrutturecritiche.it/new/mediafiles/2016/04/Guidelines_Critical_Infrastructures_Resilience_Evaluati
on.pdf   
2 http://www.infrastrutturecritiche.it/new/media-files/2017/03/COMMUNITY_Resilience_AIIC.pdf  
3 http://www.ijcsmc.com/docs/papers/July2017/V6I7201710.pdf 
4http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7888916/  

http://www.infrastrutturecritiche.it/new/mediafiles/2016/04/Guidelines_Critical_Infrastructures_Resilience_Evaluation.pdf
http://www.infrastrutturecritiche.it/new/mediafiles/2016/04/Guidelines_Critical_Infrastructures_Resilience_Evaluation.pdf
http://www.infrastrutturecritiche.it/new/media-files/2017/03/COMMUNITY_Resilience_AIIC.pdf
http://www.ijcsmc.com/docs/papers/July2017/V6I7201710.pdf
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7888916/
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Figure 1. Four stages from field data acquisition to Big Data storage and analytics 
(Source: Review of IoT Data Analytics using Big Data, Fog Computing and Data Mining)  

 

 

1.2 Using Big Data to protect CIs 
 
CIs are currently equipped with a variety of monitoring tools, such as system and application logs, 

Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS), and network monitors. However, recent cyber attacks have 

proven that today’s defensive mechanisms are not effective against most advanced threats. 

 

For example, Stuxnet (a cyber attack launched on July 2010 to damage gas centrifuges located at 

the Natanz fuel enrichment plant in Iran by modifying their speed very quickly and sharply) was 

able to fool the Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) system by altering the reading 

of sensors deployed on the centrifuge engines, and it went undetected for months. 

 

On December 23, 2015, Ukrainian power companies (Oblenergos) experienced an unprecedented 

series of cyber-attacks causing power outages, which impacted over 225,000 customers in Ukraine. 

These attacks were conducted by remote cyber-attackers who, leveraging legitimate credentials 

obtained via unknown means, remotely operated breakers to disconnect power. While power was 

restored in few hours, all the impacted Oblenergos continued to run under constrained operations 

for some time. In addition, three other organizations, some from other critical infrastructure sectors, 

were also intruded upon but did not experience operational impacts. There have been public reports 

that indicate BlackEnergy (BE) malware was responsible for the attack, e.g. the Report coauthored 

by SANS Industrial Control Systems and E-ISAC “Analysis of the Cyber Attack on the Ukrainian 

Power Grid”5   

 
Among the possible countermeasures that could be adopted, the idea of leveraging distinct 
and heterogeneous data sources can help to draw a clearer picture of the system to protect. Indeed, 

by correlating diverse information flows coming from multiple origins not always collected by 

current CI monitors, it can be possible to extract additional insights on potentially threatening 

                                                        
5 http://www.nerc.com/pa/CI/ESISAC/Documents/E-ISAC_SANS_Ukraine_DUC_18Mar2016.pdf  

http://www.nerc.com/pa/CI/ESISAC/Documents/E-ISAC_SANS_Ukraine_DUC_18Mar2016.pdf
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activities that are being carried out.  

 

For instance, the presence of Stuxnet could possibly have been detected by monitoring several other 

operational and environmental parameters, like the centrifuge energy consumption, and by 

correlating their readings to infer possible anomalies in the status (e.g., fluctuating power 

consumption in a centrifuge, correlated with a stable rotational speed can be considered as an 

anomalous state).  

 

Appropriate selection of data sources is relevant but unfortunately may not be sufficient. In large-

scale critical infrastructures, given the number of components, we can reasonably consider that 

monitoring each parameter using the best possible resolution system is unfeasible. 

 

Available data can be classified in three broad categories:  

 performance,  

 environment,  

 operational data.  

 

Performance data are among the most monitored, and are related to the use of system resources. 

Main examples are the usage of CPU or memory. Other sources are about the use of the network, 

such as inbound and outbound traffic.  

 

Environment data are rarely exploited, even if they could be very useful to detect ongoing cyber 

physical attacks. They describe the status of the environment in which the system is placed and 

nodes’ parameters not related to performed activities. In this category fall temperature, humidity, 

the status of cooling systems, if any, etc. The monitoring of the energy consumption and the data 

coming from all IoT sources are also in this category.  

 

Operational data encompass all the information achieved by collecting, and presumably parsing 

and filtering, logs from the various software layers of the system, including event logs produced by 

applications, the Operating System (OS) and Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSes), if present. 

 

Once cleaned and normalized, these data can be analyzed using a combination of the following 

techniques: 

 

Attack Modeling. Recent studies have proven the usefulness of (temporal and/or typed) graph-

based attack models. If we assume that the input log is a sequence of events having a type and a 

timestamp, a graph-based attack model has event types as vertices and is defined in such a way that 

the paths from start to terminal vertices in the model represent a critical event/attack when they 

correspond to subsequences of the log. Such subsequences are also called instances of the attack 

model. However, finding correlations among data by comparing analyzed data with attack models 

and producing alerts in an on-line fashion may become extremely difficult when the number of 

attack models at hand and the size of the input log increases.  

 

Conformance Checking. The purpose of this function is to detect attack instances in sequences of 

logged events by checking the conformance of logged behavior with the given set of attack models. 

 

Invariant-based Mining. Invariants are properties of a system that are guaranteed to hold for all of 

its executions. If those properties are found to be violated (or broken) while monitoring the 

execution of the system, it is possible to trigger alarms useful to undertake immediate protection 

actions. Statistical methods cause a lot of false alarms. This is due to the difficulty in defining exact 

and crisp rules describing when an event is an anomaly or not. Boundaries between the normal and 
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the anomaly behavior of a system are not clear and deciding the degree of intrusion at which an 

alarm is to be raised may vary in different situations 

 

Bayesian Inference. A Bayesian network approach can be used on the top of the CI to correlate 

alerts coming from different sources and to filter out false notifications. 

 

Fuzzy logic is derived from fuzzy set theory to deal with approximate reasoning rather than precise 

data, and efficiently helps to smooth the abrupt separation of normality and abnormality  
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2. Multiple Data Sources IT/OT/IoT/IIoT to built Critical 
Infrastructures Big Data  
 

2.1 The Internet of Things and Big Data 
 
The 'Internet of Things' (IoT) and 'Big Data' are two of the most-talked-about technology topics in 

recent years, which is why they occupy places at or near the peak of analyst firm Gartner's most 

recent Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies6: 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies 

 (Source: Gartner's 2014)  

 

The IoT and Big Data are clearly intimately connected: billions of internet-connected 'things' will, 

by definition, generate massive amounts of data. But, before the IoT/Big Data nexus can deliver on 

its promise, there are a number of barriers to overcome. The main ones are summarized below. 

Standards 

For the IoT to work, there must be a framework within which devices and applications can 

exchange data securely over wired or wireless networks. 

Security & Privacy 

Progress on data standards will help here, but there's no doubt that security and privacy is a big 

worry with the IoT and Big Data - particularly when it comes to areas like healthcare or critical 

national infrastructure. This is something that needs to continue to evolve in step with IoT and Big 

Data. For most organizations, today's practices are far from adequate. 

 

                                                        
6 http://www.zdnet.com/article/the-internet-of-things-and-big-data-unlocking-the-power/   

http://www.zdnet.com/article/the-internet-of-things-and-big-data-unlocking-the-power/
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Network & data centre infrastructure 

The vast amounts of data that will be generated by IoT devices will put enormous pressure on 

network and data centre infrastructure. IoT data flows will be primarily from sensors to 

applications, and will range between continuous and bursty depending on the type of application. 

Analytics tools 

The volume, velocity and variety (not to mention variable veracity) of IoT generated data makes it 

no easy task to select or build an analytics solution that can generate useful information insight. 

 

Skills 

The intersection of the IoT and Big Data is a multi-disciplinary field, and specialized skills will be 

required if businesses are to extract maximum value from it. Two kinds of people will be in 

demand: business analysts who can frame appropriate questions to be asked of the available data 

and present the results to decision makers; and data scientists who can orchestrate the (rapidly 

evolving) cast of analytical tools and curate the veracity of the data entering the analysis pipeline.    

 
In asset-intensive industries, such as energy, manufacturing, oil and gas, mining, transportation, 

healthcare and utilities, sensor embedded in equipment and infrastructure are generating and 

collecting terabytes of raw data, most of which is never used in an analytical role. Thousands of 

sensors and controllers continually measure, report and record temperatures, pressures, flows and 

vibrations,  sometime at sub-second intervals. However, this underutilized data, or “dark data”, 

represents huge potential, in terms of both Asset Performance Management (APM) and 

product/service quality management. From Big Data analytics perspective, the goal is expanding 

from the purely descriptive “what happened” to diagnostic “why did it happen?” to predictive “what 

will happen?” to prescriptive “what should be done about it?”, see Gartner – Datawatch on 

“Industrial Analytics powered by Internet of Things”7 

 

The Internet of Things (IoT), sometimes called the Industrial Internet, generates huge amounts of 

data allowing us to measure, manage and understand the physical environment like never before. 

Successfully acquiring, aggregating and analyzing all this data and reducing it to actionable 

intelligence to make better decisions and make these decisions more quickly can help businesses 

create more efficient operational processes, optimize energy consumption and reduce costs. Dell & 

Intel Report “Six steps to using IoT to manage IT critical Infrastructure”8 suggests six steps to 

follow: 

 

1. Establish the goals 

2. Identify the data sources critical to infrastructure management   

3. Determine connectivity needs 

4. Architect for the right level of data integrity 

5. Identify where users interact with the data 

6. Define key analytics and alarms 

 
 

                                                        
7http://www.datawatch.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Gartner-Industrial-Analytics-Newsletter.pdf   
8 https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/407136/PDFs/Trezza%202_28_17/Blueprint-IT-Critical-Infrastructure-Mgmt-with-
IOT%20(1).pdf?t=1489170091035 

http://www.datawatch.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Gartner-Industrial-Analytics-Newsletter.pdf
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/407136/PDFs/Trezza%202_28_17/Blueprint-IT-Critical-Infrastructure-Mgmt-with-IOT%20(1).pdf?t=1489170091035
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/407136/PDFs/Trezza%202_28_17/Blueprint-IT-Critical-Infrastructure-Mgmt-with-IOT%20(1).pdf?t=1489170091035
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2.2 IoT vs IIoT 
 
IoT, Internet of Things, is often referred to a “smart” object. Everything from cars, home appliances 

to shoes and light switches that connect to the Internet, passing and receiving data and connecting 

the physical world to the digital world are considered as smart objects. But there are two concepts 

used in defining IoT. 

 

Other than the IoT we mentioned above there is another similar concept called IIoT that stands 

for Industrial Internet of Things. Both concepts refer to of  available,  intelligent and connected 

devices. The only difference between those two is their general usages. While IoT is most 

commonly used for consumer usage, IIoT is used for industrial purpose such as manufacturing, 

supply chain monitoring and management system. Figure 3 below gives you clearer picture about 

both concepts9. 
  

 

Figure 3. IoT and IIoT Concept 
(Source: IoT vs IIoT Computrade Technology International, September 2016)  

  

 

Focus Development 

IIoT uses more sophisticated devices to extend existing manufacturing and supply chain monitoring 

to provide broader, more detailed visibility and enable automated controls and accomplished 

analytic. 

 

On the other hand, IoT is developed with the concept of using smart devices to improve consumer 

convenience, where human interacts with devices to gain some benefits. For example, connected 

home appliances will reduce our monthly bills by managing our resource usage such as 

automatically turning off electricity when we leave home, or adjusting the room temperature based 

on current weather. 

 

  

                                                        
9 https://www.computradetech.com/blog/iot-vs-iiot/  
 

https://www.computradetech.com/blog/iot-vs-iiot/
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Degree of Application 
Since IIoT is developed to handle critical machines, it uses more sensitive and precise sensors in the 

plant, including more location-aware technologies on the supply chain side with sophisticated, 

advanced controls and analytics. However, on the contrary, IoT uses a simpler application with low-

risk impact. It is undoubtedly that IoT device will grow higher with less expensive price than IIoT, 

considering its production volume and technology capabilities. 

  

Separated Area of Interest 

IIoT connects critical machines and sensors in high-stakes industries such as aerospace, defence, 

healthcare and energy. These are the systems in which failure often results in life-threatening or 

other emergency situations. IoT, on the other hand, tends to be consumer-level devices with low 

risk impact when failure happens. They are important and convenient, but breakdowns do not 

immediately create emergency situations. 

 

2.3 Sources of IT/OT/IoT/IIoT BigData 
 

 

Figure 4. Sources of Big Data 

Also if originated by physical devices, sources of Big Data can be categorized as: 

1. Data originated by the work of Employee, either from regular use or from special events 

(like the transit through a security gate). A special category here is data originated by 

devices which are attached to the body of the person (wearable devices) and are therefore 

able to transmit health-related information (e.g. to prevent or alert in case of physical 

collapse during dangerous or stressing tasks) 

2. Data originated by Assets (devices). These data can be related to the internal operation of 

the device or they can relate to the environment in which the device operate (e.g. the 

external temperature or the device position, if the device is mobile). 

3. Data originated by external Customers, either for a regular use (e.g. telephone calls), for 

special events or originated by sensors (e.g transit through controlled gates, external or 

internal) able to link personal parameters (e.g. identity, position, etc.) to CI’s monitoring. 
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2.4 Challenges and Opportunities with Big Data 
 
Heterogeneity, scale, timeliness, complexity, and privacy problems with Big Data impede progress 

at all phases of the pipeline that can create value from data. The problems start right away during 

data acquisition, when the data tsunami requires us to make decisions, currently in an ad hoc 

manner, about what data to keep and what to discard, and how to store what we keep reliably with 

the right metadata. The analysis of Big Data involves multiple distinct phases as shown in Figure 5. 

below, each of which introduces challenges, from Challenges and Opportunities with Big Data - A 
community white paper developed by leading researchers across the United States – 201210 
 

 
 

 

Figure 5. Big Data – from acquisition to interpretation 
(Source: - Challenges and Opportunities with Big Data -  A community white paper developed by leading researchers 

across the United States) 

 
  

                                                        
10 https://cra.org/ccc/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2015/05/bigdatawhitepaper.pdf  

 

https://cra.org/ccc/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2015/05/bigdatawhitepaper.pdf
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3. Defining Big Data Analytics for Critical Infrastructures 
Protection  
 
The growing diffusion of digital technology in all areas has resulted in the spread of cyber attacks 

that have grown in an increasingly sophisticated and complex way, in line with the technological 

evolution itself, as demonstrated by the events of the last few years. At the same time, the 

increasing interest in cyber threats also accompanies a renewed focus on physical security.  

 

Attacks to Critical Infrastructures performed through cyber tools (especially through a particular 

type of malware called APT, which is difficult to detect due to its sophisticated and stealthy nature) 

which resulted in subsequent physical impact (see the BlackEnergy and Stuxnet attacks) are in fact 

increasing.  

 

To cope with this kind of threat that pivots precisely on the interrelationship between physical and 

IT systems, it is necessary to rethink the security ecosystem's vision. Such a viewpoint should take 

into account the need to move from a deep defense approach to distinct domains (e.g. IT, OT, 

Telecomm) to an "agile" defensive approach that can operate transversally across multiple domains, 

normally referred as “resilience approach”.  

 

The use of Big Data Analytics in a context of convergence of environments and security systems 

can be a response to the growing Cyber-Physical Threat. It could be realized through the help of 

systems with the ability to detect and analyze security events and the huge amount of data coming 

from multiple sources in both the physical and IT domain. 

 

3.1 What is Big Data Analytics 
 
Big Data Analytics is the process of examining large data sets that contain a variety of data types to 

reveal unseen patterns, hidden correlations, market trends, customer preferences, and other useful 

business information.  

 

Big Data Analytics enables data miners and scientists to analyze a large volume of data that may 

not be harnessed using traditional tools. 

 

Big Data Analytics require technologies and tools that can transform a large amount of structured, 

unstructured, and semi-structured data into a more understandable data and metadata format for 

analytical processes. The algorithms used in these analytical tools must discover patterns, trends, 

and correlations over a variety of time horizons in the data. After analyzing the data, these tools 

visualize the findings in tables, graphs, and spatial charts for efficient decision making. Thus, Big 

Data analysis is a serious challenge for many applications because of data complexity and the 

scalability of underlying algorithms that support such processes  

 
Large infrastructure and additional applications are necessary to support data parallelism. 

Moreover, data sources, such as high-speed data stream received from different data sources, have 

different formats, which makes integration from multiple sources critical.  

 

Hence, today’s focus is on the performance of algorithms used in Big Data analysis, which is often 

limiting the benefit potentially offered by faster computers because it is not able to fully leverage 

their computational speed. 
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3.2 Relationship Between IoT and Big Data Analytics 
 

One of the most prominent features of IoT is its analysis of information about “connected things.”  

Big Data Analytics in IoT requires processing a large amount of data on the fly and storing the data 

in various storage technologies. Given that much of the unstructured data are gathered directly from 

web-enabled “things,” Big Data implementations will necessitate performing lightning-fast 

analytics with large queries to allow organizations to gain rapid insights, make quick decisions, and 

interact with people and other devices.. 

 

The need to adopt Big Data in IoT applications is compelling. In general, the deployment of IoT 

increases the amount of data in quantity and category; hence, offering the opportunity for the 

application and development of Big Data analytics. 

  

3.3 Big Data Analytics Methods 
 
Big Data Analytics aim to immediately extract knowledgeable information that helps in making 

predictions, identifying recent trends, finding hidden information, and ultimately, making decisions. 

Data mining techniques are widely deployed for both problem-specific methods and generalized 

data analytics. Accordingly, statistical and machine learning methods are utilized. Although the 

requirements for efficient mechanisms lie in all aspects of Big Data management, such as capturing, 

storage, preprocessing, and analysis; for our discussion, Big Data Analytics requires the same or 

faster processing speed than traditional data analytics with minimum cost for high-volume, high-

velocity, and high-variety data. 

 

Big Data Analytics methods fall in the categories of:  

 classification,  

 clustering,  

 association rule mining,  

 prediction. 

 
Each category involves many methods and algorithms to fulfill information extraction and analysis 

requirements.  

  

Classification is a supervised learning approach that uses prior knowledge as training data to 

classify data objects into groups. A predefined category is assigned to an object, and thus, the 

objective of predicting a group or class for an object is achieved. 

Finding unknown or hidden patterns is more challenging for Big IoT data. Furthermore, extracting 

valuable information from large data sets to improve decision making is a critical task.  

Bayesian networks, Support Vector Machine (SVM), and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) are examples 

of classification methods. 

A Bayesian network is a classification method that offers model interpretability. Bayesian networks 

are efficient for analyzing complex data structures revealed through Big Data rather than traditional 

structured data formats. These networks are directed acyclic graphs, where nodes are random 

variables and edges denote conditional dependency. Naïve, selective naïve, semi-naïve Bayes, and 

Bayes multi-nets are the proposed categories for classification. 

 

Analyzing data patterns and creating groups are efficiently performed using SVM, which is also a 

classification approach for Big Data Analytics. SVM utilizes statistical learning theory to analyze 

data patterns and create groups.  
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Similarly, KNN is typically designed to provide efficient mechanisms for finding hidden patterns 

from Big Data sets, such that retrieved objects are similar to the predefined category. Using cases 

further improve the KNN algorithm for application in anomaly detection, high-dimensional data, 

and scientific experiments.  

 

Classification has other extensions while adopting a large number of artificial intelligence and data 

mining techniques. Consequently, classification is one of the widespread data mining techniques for 

Big Data Analytics. 

 

Clustering is another data mining technique used as a Big Data Analytics method. Contrary to 

classification, clustering uses an unsupervised learning approach and creates groups for given 

objects based on their distinctive meaningful features. Grouping a large number of objects in the 

form of clusters makes data manipulation simpler.  

Partitioning, hierarchical clustering, and co-occurrence are examples of clustering 

 

The hierarchical clustering approach keeps combining small clusters of data objects to form a 

hierarchical tree and create agglomerative clusters.  

 

Divisive clusters are created in the opposite manner by dividing a single cluster that contains all 

data objects into smaller appropriate clusters. 

 

Association rule mining focuses on identifying and creating rules based on the frequency of 

occurrences for numeric and non-numeric data. Data processing is performed in two manners under 

association rules. First, sequential data processing uses priori-based algorithms to identify 

interaction associations. Another significant data processing approach under association rule is 

temporal sequence analysis, which uses algorithms to analyze event patterns in continuous data. 

 

Predictive analytics use historical data, which are known as training data, to determine the results 

as trends or behavior in data. SVM and fuzzy logic algorithms are used to identify relationships 

between independent and dependent variables and to obtain regression curves for predictions, such 

as for natural disasters. Time series analysis reduces high dimensionality associated with Big Data 

and offers representation for improved decision making.  

 

3.4 Analytics Systems 
 
Different types of analytics systems are used according to the requirements of IoT applications 

These analytics types can be categorized into the following categories:  

 real-time,  

 off-line,  

 memory-level,  

 business intelligence (BI) level,  

 massive level analytics.  

 

Real-time analytics is typically performed on data collected from sensors. In this situation, data 

change constantly, and rapid data analytics techniques are required to obtain an analytical result 

within a short period. Consequently, two existing architectures have been proposed for real-time 

analysis:  

 parallel processing clusters using traditional relational databases  

 memory-based computing platforms   

Greenplum and Hana are examples of real-time analytics architecture. 
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Off-line analytics is used when a quick response is not required. For example, many Internet 

enterprises use Hadoop-based off-line analytics architecture to reduce the cost of data format 

conversion. Such analytics improves data acquisition efficiency. SCRIBE, Kafka, Time-Tunnel, and 

Chukwa are examples of architectures that conduct off-line analytics and can satisfy the demands of 

data acquisition. 

 

Memory-level analytics is applied when the size of data is smaller than the memory of a cluster. 

To date, the memory of clusters has reached terabyte (TB) level. Memory-level analytics is suitable 

for conducting real-time analysis. MongoDB is an example of this architecture. 

 

BI analytics is adopted when the size of data is larger than the memory level, but in this case, data 

may be imported to the BI analysis environment. BI analytics currently supports TB-level data. 

Moreover, BI can help discover strategic business opportunities from the flood of data. In addition, 

BI analytics allows easy interpretation of data volumes.  

 

Massive analytics is applied when the size of data is greater than the entire capacity of the BI 

analysis product and traditional databases. Massive analytics uses the Hadoop distributed file 

system for data storage and Map/Reduce for data analysis. Massive analytics helps extracting 

meaningful values from data.  

 

3.5 Big Data Analytics tools usage in IT Systems Security 
 
Data are becoming more and more essential not only for companies that manage them, but also for 

countries’ governments and most of our daily life areas, just think about healthcare, education or 

bank sector.  

The extreme velocity and the huge volume and variety of unstructured data produced (it is 

estimated that 90% of all the data produced in the whole human history has been created in the last 

few years) has raised new problems with the traditional analysis techniques and tools, as well as 

problems with data security, quality and privacy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Main challenges as regards security in Big Data security 
(Source: Main Issues in Big Data Security, 2016) 
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Some of the most leading Big Data security analytics tools will be analyzed below, focusing on the 

most relevant characteristics of these platforms considering the resilience and security needs. 

Free and open source tools will be taken into account, since the non-dependency, the generative 

capacity, the affordability (even for non-technical users), transparency and the possibility to have a 

large user base - that can contribute to build a wider open knowledge base - are all important 

elements of resilience, see “Seven Principles for Big Data and Resilience Projects”.11 

An another factor of resilience is the possibility of using the tools in an interconnected way to 

manage the following elements: 

 

- Data access and generation functionality 

- Data integrity and availability 

- Data filtering 

- Data transforming 

- Data velocity 

 

The choice of instruments and their combined use should be based on their specific characteristics 

and depending from the kind of attack. 

   

Tools like Apache Kafka 12provide characteristic of high robustness and data durability for slow and 

complex attacks, since it is able to manage very high volume data even during DOS attacks, and it 

includes connectors to import an entire database as a source, but it needs to be combined with 

Apache Flume13 is advised for preliminary filtering and transforming data to avoid the overload of 

unnecessary data affecting the processing power and attack detection process. 

In turn, due to its forwarding data mechanisms, Apache Flume shows less durability for data loss, 

but it could be chosen as an input source for the integration possibilities for the data source and 

forward capabilities towards Apache Kafka, as well as for its characteristics of redundancy and 

failover load, see “Big Data Analytics Attack Detection for Critical Information Infrastructure 

Protection”.14  

 

The “open source, server-side data processing pipeline” Logstash is indicated, in the previous paper 

(ref.11), as candidate to be employed in data filtering and transforming (normalization) process, 

including data aggregation or functions to anonymize certain data sections with data and can output 

directly towards Apache Kafka and Apache Flume. It has the capability to ingests data from a 

multitude of sources simultaneously, collecting, processing and loading data into Elasticsearch as 

indicated in “Open Source Alternatives to Splunk. Reduce Costs and Scale Your Log Analytics 

Application with the Elastic Stack”.15 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
11 http://www.100resilientcities.org/seven-principles-for-big-data-and-resilience-projects/  
12 https://kafka.apache.org/ 
13 https://flume.apache.org/ 
14  http://www.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:1033470/FULLTEXT02.pdf. 
15 https://www.searchtechnologies.com/open-source-alternatives-to-splunk  

http://www.100resilientcities.org/seven-principles-for-big-data-and-resilience-projects/
https://kafka.apache.org/
https://flume.apache.org/
http://www.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:1033470/FULLTEXT02.pdf
https://www.searchtechnologies.com/open-source-alternatives-to-splunk
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Figure 7. Data gathering, receiving and processing framework 

(Source: Big Data Analytics Attack Detection for Critical Information Infrastructure Protection, 2016) 

 

 

 

 

 

Another approach to the choice of the most appropriate tools, is based on the attack classification, 

where the amount of data volumes and the more or less complexity or rapidity of the attack has 

impact on the detection requirements, with refer to data processing, required data sources and 

volumes of data usage for detection. 

 

 The attack types are listed in Figure n. 8. 

 

In a DOS attack, where the target has to cope with data overwhelming or flooding, it is required a 

strong attack detection capability and attack source distinction, Apache Storm can provide real-time 

and high velocity data processing with Big Datasets. 

 

 Apache Spark can support in a case of a slow attack like R2L (Remote to User) attack, in which 

there is the necessity of deeper detailed analysis and near real-time data processing.  

 

A combined use of Apache Storm for near real-time data processing and Apache Spark for a 

detailed attack analysis should be required to process big volume of data within a short or long time 

for detection in a Probing attack., see“Big Data Analytics attack detection for critical information 

infrastructure protection” (ref .14) 
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Figure 8. Attack types on critical information infrastructure  

(Source: Big Data Analytics Attack Detection for Critical Information Infrastructure Protection, 2016) 
 

Among the most used Big Data management platform, Hadoop (see “Main Issues in Big Data 

Security” 16) is considered a basis for a number of Big Data security analytics platforms. Data 

management platforms like Hadoop would be useful to balance data management features with cost 

and scalability. Many organizations choose Hadoop-based platforms, along with existing database 

systems, for fast and reliable analysis of Big Data and also combine traditional structured data and 

new unstructured data. 

 

Besides Logstash and Elastichsearch there are some other open source alternatives (like Kibana and 

Beats), see “Open Source Alternatives to Splunk. Reduce Costs and Scale Your Log Analytics 

Application with the Elastic Stack” (ref.15) to the well-known enterprise-based Splunk security 

                                                        
16http://www.google.it/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0ahUKEwihtv2P_arZAhUnD8AKHYmHBs
QQFggoMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mdpi.com%2F1999-
5903%2F8%2F3%2F44%2Fpdf&authuser=1&usg=AOvVaw2cbcOb0BjYP6qqAEh2lTSW 

http://www.google.it/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0ahUKEwihtv2P_arZAhUnD8AKHYmHBsQQFggoMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mdpi.com%2F1999-5903%2F8%2F3%2F44%2Fpdf&authuser=1&usg=AOvVaw2cbcOb0BjYP6qqAEh2lTSW
http://www.google.it/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0ahUKEwihtv2P_arZAhUnD8AKHYmHBsQQFggoMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mdpi.com%2F1999-5903%2F8%2F3%2F44%2Fpdf&authuser=1&usg=AOvVaw2cbcOb0BjYP6qqAEh2lTSW
http://www.google.it/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0ahUKEwihtv2P_arZAhUnD8AKHYmHBsQQFggoMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mdpi.com%2F1999-5903%2F8%2F3%2F44%2Fpdf&authuser=1&usg=AOvVaw2cbcOb0BjYP6qqAEh2lTSW
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platform for the identification of malicious events, which are able to make real-time analytics and 

reporting across all data sources; execute complex queries from large datasets in seconds via a user-

friendly interface, gather and parse log data from hundreds and thousands of production computers. 

Finally it would be worth to mention the open source security analytics framework called 

OpenSOC, see “10 Open Source Security Tools from Google, Facebook, Netflix and Cisco” 17, 

which provides a scalable platform with capabilities of full-packet capture indexing, storage, data 

enrichment, stream processing, batch processing, real-time search, and telemetry aggregation. The 

tool should be used for the anomaly detection and incident forensics to data loss for its integration 

of numerous elements of the Hadoop ecosystem such as Storm, Kafka, and Elasticsearch.  

 

Among the existing tools for CI protection based on Big Data Analytics, the ICE-CREAM approach 

for risk assessment is based on the idea that knowledge, human experience and creativity are the 

main ingredients to address risks identification, see “Creative Modelling of Emergency 

Management Scenarios”18. ICE-CREAM leverages the complexity of domain knowledge regarding 

hazards, risks, critical infrastructures, and their vulnerabilities, see “Discovery of Hidden 

Vulnerabilities in Critical Infrastructures”19. In particular ICE-CREAM copes with the volume and 

variety of enterprise information about the CI infrastructures at physical, operational and 

organizational levels. Human imagination in risks foresight is a relevant research topic nd in the 

ICE-CREAM approach is supported by a computational creativity method to generate new plausible 

risk situations and/or crisis scenarios according to different stakeholder perspectives (as managers, 

engineers, and technical operators). Computational creativity is an emerging branch of artificial 

intelligence consisting of generation of many ideas and selection of the most relevant ones. 

 

In the domain of risk assessment, ICE-CREAM has been designed to include Big Data Analytics 

techniques to face the combinatorial explosion of the possible crisis scenarios that can be produced, 

and to enable scalable and responsive run time analysis with clustering, semantic filtering and 

similarity reasoning. Existing large repositories of linked data as DBPedia20 are also a useful 

resource of contextual knowledge to support relevance assessment of generated risk scenarios. 

 

 

  

                                                        
17 https://www.linux.com/news/10-open-source-security-tools-google-facebook-netflix-and-cisco  
18https://www.ciprnet.eu/ecn.html 
19https://tinyurl.com/ycgdohkh    
20http://wiki.dbpedia.org  

https://www.linux.com/news/10-open-source-security-tools-google-facebook-netflix-and-cisco
https://www.ciprnet.eu/ecn.html
https://tinyurl.com/ycgdohkh
http://wiki.dbpedia.org/
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4. Hybrid (cyber and non-cyber) attack landscape and the 
contribution of Big Data Analytics  
 

4.1 Introduction 
 
Attack landscape to a Critical Infrastructure can be very complex to define and can include all type 

of threats (physical, cyber, operational, organizational, etc.), sometimes in a combined way to 

enhance damages and reduce resilience. In this sense we classify them as hybrid to indicate a 

combination of multiple vectors and agents of different types. In appendix B there is a definition of 

the term hybrid originated from military (NATO) field. In the following we consider mainly cyber 

attack landscape because it is the faster evolving technology and nowadays Critical Infrastructures 

(CIs) cannot operate without a “strong” support of Information Technology. At the same time, we 

consider also non-cyber threats because we think that Big Data Analytics can also help the detection 

of other types of menaces and contribute to a better correlation among different types of events. 

 

4.2 Hybrid attack landscape and “conventional” defence   
 
4.2.1 Cyber-attack landscape  
 
 The cyber-attack landscape is moving following the continuous evolution of systems, applications 

and hardware and software assets. A cyber-attack can be very complex, but direct and “brute force” 

as a DDoS (Distribute Denial of Service) launched using hundreds of thousands of bot computers or 

can be very subtle and deceptive as an APT (Advanced Persistent Threats) that persists in the 

targeted systems for months before starting its own mission (Exfiltration of sensitive data, alteration 

of critical data and software, etc.).   

In 2016 the Industrial Control System Cyber Emergency Response Team (ICS-CERT), part of the 

National Cybersecurity and Communication Integration Centre (NCCICC) of the U.S. Department 

of Homeland Security worked on 290 incidents21. The Critical Manufacturing Sector accounted for 

63 of these incidents, while the Communications Sector had 62 and the Energy Sector had 59. Spear 

phishing represented 26 percent of these incidents, making it the leading access vector for ICS-

CERT’s incidents. Network scanning and probing accounted for 12 percent.  

In 2016 the ICS-CERT Incident Response Team responded to “the first known cyberattack to result 

in physical impact to a power grid. In another instance, they responded to an incident where an 

asset owner found low-level malware with persistent malicious remote access in its water control 

system.” It should be noted that of 290 incidents there were 184 with no impact, 40 were scans and 

probes and of the remaining 66 only 5 had a significant impact on ICSs (Industrial Control 

Systems) or Critical Services and 3 resulted in denial of Critical Services, the rest of them had a 

minimal impact22.  

 

In 2014 in Germany there was an attack to a steel plant reported by the German Federal Office for 

Information Security (BSI). Through an advanced social engineering attack the adversary gained 

the access to the office network and, using a series of steppingstone networks, accessed to the 

steelworks production network. The attacker damaged the control systems leading to accumulated 

failures to a blast furnace which resulted in sincere damage to the system. In 2016 the BSI23 

                                                        
21 https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/sites/default/files/FactSheets/ICS-CERT_FactSheet_IR_Pie_Chart_FY2016_S508C.pdf 
22https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/sites/default/files/Annual_Reports/Year_in_Review_FY2016_Final_S508C.pdf 
23 https://www.bsi.bund.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/EN/BSI/Publications/Securitysituation/IT-Security-Situation-in-
Germany-2016.pdf;jsessionid=5BF45E66945EEA050AEF19987C897C10.1_cid360?__blob=publicationFile&v=3 

https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/sites/default/files/FactSheets/ICS-CERT_FactSheet_IR_Pie_Chart_FY2016_S508C.pdf
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/sites/default/files/Annual_Reports/Year_in_Review_FY2016_Final_S508C.pdf
https://www.bsi.bund.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/EN/BSI/Publications/Securitysituation/IT-Security-Situation-in-Germany-2016.pdf;jsessionid=5BF45E66945EEA050AEF19987C897C10.1_cid360?__blob=publicationFile&v=3
https://www.bsi.bund.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/EN/BSI/Publications/Securitysituation/IT-Security-Situation-in-Germany-2016.pdf;jsessionid=5BF45E66945EEA050AEF19987C897C10.1_cid360?__blob=publicationFile&v=3
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“observed a series of threats to critical infrastructures which occurred with a particular frequency 

or noticeable impact: 1) critical infrastructures are also affected by ransomware,…. hospitals and 

other health organisations have been impacted. 2) A power outage occurred in Ukraine in 

December 2015, which was evidently a consequence of a coordinated cyber-attack on several 

energy network operators. 3) Three major disruptions occurred in Germany among ICT providers 

which affected between 750,000 and 2.7 million people…” 

The BSI notes that “ Critical infrastructures are a target for politically motivated attackers such as 

hacktivists, intelligence agencies or terrorists due to the high level of potential damage….. 

Extortion methods such as DDoS and crypto ransomware essentially affect all sectors and 

industries…... Business- and supply-critical infrastructure systems or specialist systems frequently 

cannot be supplied with security updates and, in some cases, have life cycles far exceeding those of 

commercially available of office IT. Operators of such systems are therefore often forced to find 

alternative methods of protecting vulnerable systems” 

 

Attacks on critical information infrastructures are increasing in volume and sophistication with 

destructive consequences according to the “2015 Cyber Supply Chain Security Revisited Report “24 

from Enterprise Strategy Group (ESG). More than 2/3 of the CI organizations ”have experienced 

various cybersecurity incidents over the past two years, including compromises of an employee 

system, data breaches due to lost or stolen equipment, insider attacks, and breaches of physical 

security”  and more of one third of the incidents led to the disruption of critical business processes 

and applications and breach of valuable confidential data. 

 

Similar figures support the Trend Micro and the Organization of American States (OAS) 2015 

survey 25. “The respondents showed that attackers are as interested in data theft as causing chaos 

and mayhem by hacking control systems (SCADA). Spear-phishing tactics were cited by all 

responding members as the single biggest attack method they had to defend against, with the 

exploitation of unpatched vendor software vulnerabilities being a distant second.” 

According to this report, the number of attacks directed to SCADA are increasing due to the 

constant growth of Internet or network connections of SCADA and ICS. Also DDoSs increase  in 

number and, more dangerously, in usage of bandwidth that frequently exceeds the 20 Gbps and 50 

Gbps.  

The data of the report “show a specific increase in critical infrastructure attacks (43%) with an 

alarming response of 31% that are unsure if they’ve been attacked. A major challenge today is the 

sophistication of attacks (76% say they are getting more sophisticated) which are difficult to 

detect.” 
 

The 2015 situation has worsened with the rise of the Internet of Things (IoT), increase of mobile 

and user connectivity and the various types of threats and vulnerabilities, the Internet and its 

infrastructures become more complex and vulnerable to attacks. 

According to Trend Micro “2017 Midyear security roundup”26, “cybercriminals would perform 

distributed denial-of service (DDoS) attacks using malware similar to that used in the infamous 

Mirai botnet... By April, we had discovered a piece of malware that matched our prediction: …This 

was Persirai, …, According to the Shodan data that we gathered in late April, as many as 120,000 

IP cameras had been vulnerable to the malware. In our research paper “Rogue Robots: Testing the 

                                                        
24http://www.esg-global.com/cybersecurity-supply-chain-ty?submissionGuid=0ec16543-6818-43d7-8da1-
4bb2690e124c 
25 https://www.trendmicro.de/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/reports/critical-infrastructures-west-
hemisphere.pdf?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiT1RVMU5qQTVOV1UxWTJFNSIsInQiOiJNeDNtZ2NXUXNMd0lwT29xQlZ2NlREaEVhY
W15MWhSWWcrTXB6bWVmdkFMTVhJNUNXWHpoSlg1VFFSWmg1aHFWUXBrMWx0SGFmcURkcVBoSDZBdml1blRpeF
B2U2NIc29GWDFKRFg4em1cL3BKOHM1dWNDS0RkMlJMK2poWXRDeTIifQ%3D%3D 
26 https://documents.trendmicro.com/assets/rpt/rpt-2017-Midyear-Security-Roundup-The-Cost-of-Compromise.pdf 

http://www.esg-global.com/cybersecurity-supply-chain-ty?submissionGuid=0ec16543-6818-43d7-8da1-4bb2690e124c
http://www.esg-global.com/cybersecurity-supply-chain-ty?submissionGuid=0ec16543-6818-43d7-8da1-4bb2690e124c
https://www.trendmicro.de/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/reports/critical-infrastructures-west-hemisphere.pdf?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiT1RVMU5qQTVOV1UxWTJFNSIsInQiOiJNeDNtZ2NXUXNMd0lwT29xQlZ2NlREaEVhYW15MWhSWWcrTXB6bWVmdkFMTVhJNUNXWHpoSlg1VFFSWmg1aHFWUXBrMWx0SGFmcURkcVBoSDZBdml1blRpeFB2U2NIc29GWDFKRFg4em1cL3BKOHM1dWNDS0RkMlJMK2poWXRDeTIifQ%3D%3D
https://www.trendmicro.de/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/reports/critical-infrastructures-west-hemisphere.pdf?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiT1RVMU5qQTVOV1UxWTJFNSIsInQiOiJNeDNtZ2NXUXNMd0lwT29xQlZ2NlREaEVhYW15MWhSWWcrTXB6bWVmdkFMTVhJNUNXWHpoSlg1VFFSWmg1aHFWUXBrMWx0SGFmcURkcVBoSDZBdml1blRpeFB2U2NIc29GWDFKRFg4em1cL3BKOHM1dWNDS0RkMlJMK2poWXRDeTIifQ%3D%3D
https://www.trendmicro.de/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/reports/critical-infrastructures-west-hemisphere.pdf?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiT1RVMU5qQTVOV1UxWTJFNSIsInQiOiJNeDNtZ2NXUXNMd0lwT29xQlZ2NlREaEVhYW15MWhSWWcrTXB6bWVmdkFMTVhJNUNXWHpoSlg1VFFSWmg1aHFWUXBrMWx0SGFmcURkcVBoSDZBdml1blRpeFB2U2NIc29GWDFKRFg4em1cL3BKOHM1dWNDS0RkMlJMK2poWXRDeTIifQ%3D%3D
https://www.trendmicro.de/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/reports/critical-infrastructures-west-hemisphere.pdf?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiT1RVMU5qQTVOV1UxWTJFNSIsInQiOiJNeDNtZ2NXUXNMd0lwT29xQlZ2NlREaEVhYW15MWhSWWcrTXB6bWVmdkFMTVhJNUNXWHpoSlg1VFFSWmg1aHFWUXBrMWx0SGFmcURkcVBoSDZBdml1blRpeFB2U2NIc29GWDFKRFg4em1cL3BKOHM1dWNDS0RkMlJMK2poWXRDeTIifQ%3D%3D
https://documents.trendmicro.com/assets/rpt/rpt-2017-Midyear-Security-Roundup-The-Cost-of-Compromise.pdf
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Limits of an Industrial Robot’s Security,”27 produced in collaboration with Politecnico di Milano 

(POLIMI), we have proven that it is possible for industrial robots to be compromised. During our 

research, we saw over 83,000 exposed industrial routers and 28 exposed industrial robots through 

search engines such as Shodan, ZoomEye, and Censys. These routers allow users to connect to the 

robots remotely as if they were on a local network. ……..These attacks can lead to serious injuries 

to the robot operator”. 
 

4.2.2 Cyber security frameworks 
 
Cyber security, intended as defence against cyber-attacks, is the main objective of some well-

established standards as ISO 270xx family or the NIST.SP.800.53 and related special publications.  

For CI protection NIST published (2014) a “Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure 

Cybersecurity” that is now under revision and a new version is expected in fall 2017 with a 

preliminary draft released in January 201728.  

The NIST Framework has a quite new approach because the security process is based on a cycle of 

Functions identified as: Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond, Recover. Each Function has some 

categories and subcategories to help to identify the desired outcomes of cybersecurity (e.g.  

examples of outcome Categories within Identify Function include: Asset Management; Business 

Environment; Governance; Risk Assessment; and Risk Management Strategy). 

NIST  Framework does not imply that a particular standard or approach should be followed to 

improve cybersecurity but indicates for each category (and/or subcategory), a list of possible 

solutions derived from the most accepted standard or framework. This approach is aimed to let the 

CI organizations the freedom of choice of implementing cybersecurity according to their specific 

needs (and risks) and do not impose any specific standard that, in some cases, could result in an 

unacceptable cost/benefit ratio. The NIST Framework Core Structure is represented in Figure 9. 

 
Figure 9.  NIST Framework Core Structure 

(Source:Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity) 

                                                        
27 https://www.trendmicro.com/vinfo/us/security/news/internet-of-things/rogue-robots-testing-industrial-robot-
security 
28 https://www.nist.gov/sites/default/files/documents/draft-cybersecurity-framework-v1.11.pdf 
 

https://www.trendmicro.com/vinfo/us/security/news/internet-of-things/rogue-robots-testing-industrial-robot-security
https://www.trendmicro.com/vinfo/us/security/news/internet-of-things/rogue-robots-testing-industrial-robot-security
https://www.nist.gov/sites/default/files/documents/draft-cybersecurity-framework-v1.11.pdf
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ISO and NIST Special Publications standards define the methodology to assess the risks for an 

organization and the controls (countermeasures) to be implemented to reduce the risks or the 

possible damages; an ISMS (Information Security Management Systems) will manage cyber 

security as a process following the well-known Denim Cycle (Plan, Do, Check, Act). 

ISO 270xx and NIST SP 800.53 rx have a quite similar approach based on a list of security controls 

but there are some significant differences on the controls categories (or families). 

 

ISO 270xx family29 is aimed to define ISMSs that can be certified by a certification body and is 

founded on the typical processes of ISO standard (context, leadership, planning, support, 

operations, performance evaluation, improvement) and 14 families of control objectives accounting 

for more than 130 controls (new families and controls can be added to fulfil the security 

requirements of the target organization). The standard does not indicate a “preferred” choice among 

the possible implementations of the controls and there are not different security profiles resulting 

from different “strength” of implementation. A certified ISO 27001 ISMS for an entity is “tailored” 

on the needs and security requirements of the target organization. This feature is really relevant 

because it allows an almost infinite set of ISMS and the possibility of a flexible implementation.  

 

Last version of NIST SP 800-53Ar4 (December 2014)30 is going to be superseded by the 800 -53r5 

presently issued as first draft (August 2017)31.  

 

Some of the most relevant changes are due to the 2017 report of the Task Force on Cyber Defence  

of the Defence Science Board that assessed the current vulnerabilities in the U.S. critical 

infrastructure and the information systems that support the mission essential operations and assets 

in the public and private sectors. 

Consequently, the draft (800 -53r5) embarks on a proactive and systemic approach to develop and 

make available a “comprehensive set of safeguarding measures for all types of computing 

platforms, including general purpose computing systems, cyber-physical systems, cloud and mobile 

systems, industrial/process control systems, and Internet of Things (IoT) devices. …The ultimate 

objective is to make the information systems we depend on more penetration resistant to attacks; 

limit the damage from attacks when they occur; and make the systems resilient and survivable.”.  

 

4.2.3 Non cyber-attacks landscape 
 

Some non cyber attacks are targeted to cyber infrastructures or equipment. The following are 

examples of these types of attack taken from the “2015 Cyber Supply Chain Security Revisited” 

from cited ESG report (ref.24):  

 “In 2008, the FBI seized $76 million of counterfeit Cisco equipment. According to an FBI 

presentation, the fake Cisco routers, switches, and cards were sold to the U.S. Navy, the 

U.S. Marine Corps., the U.S. Air Force, the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration, and even 

the FBI itself.”  

 “In 2012, the Chairman and Ranking Member of the House Intelligence Committee, …….. 

released a report recommending that U.S. companies avoid using telecommunications 

equipment manufactured by Chinese telecommunications companies Huawei and ZTE. “ 

 “According to documents leaked by Edward Snowden, the National Security Agency (NSA) 

intercepted networking equipment built in the United States, added backdoors for remote 

access capabilities, and then shipped these devices to their recipients abroad.”  

                                                        
29 https://www.iso.org/isoiec-27001-information-security.html 
30 http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-53Ar4.pdf 
31 https://csrc.nist.gov/csrc/media/publications/sp/800-53/rev-5/draft/documents/sp800-53r5-draft.pdf 

https://www.iso.org/isoiec-27001-information-security.html
http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-53Ar4.pdf
https://csrc.nist.gov/csrc/media/publications/sp/800-53/rev-5/draft/documents/sp800-53r5-draft.pdf
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Non cyber attack landscape can be classified as direct or indirect physical threats to CI’s security. 

 

Examples of direct attack can be bombing or shooting by a terrorist group or threats of killing or 

injuring CI’s personnel or contractors. Sabotage, arson and the usage of a vehicle as weapon also  

can be viewed as a direct attack.  

Indirect threats are well represented by attack to CI’s supply chains (oil, gas, electric power, water, 

food, telecommunications, equipment, etc.). 

Consequently, physical security is a fundamental issue for CI’s survival and resilience. 

 

Detailed analysis of physical threats to CI’s premises and supply chain is out of the scope of this 

paper but what we want to emphasize the concept that physical security is not a fixed issue because 

physical threats are still in evolution though their pace is slower than this of cyber space. 

 

4.2.4 Non cyber security framework 
 

Generally, security can be defined as a characteristic of a coordinated set of devices, personnel and 

organizational rules or, synthetically, as a system composed by subsystems.  

 

Physical security includes subsystems as: access control, perimeter fences, video surveillance, 

armoured doors and windows, movement sensors, CBRNe (chemical, biological, radiological, 

nuclear, explosive) sensors aimed at detecting harmful substances within the infrastructure assets. 

etc. 

 

To form a security system all these subsystems should be coordinated through interfaces, operated 

by personnel under organizational rules aimed to fulfil the security requirements of the CI. 

In recent years the Physical Security Information Management (PSIM) has been introduced to 

indicate32 “a category of software that provides a platform and applications created by middleware 

developers, designed to integrate multiple unconnected security applications and devices and 

control them through one comprehensive user interface. It collects and correlates events from 

existing disparate security devices and information systems (video, access control, sensors, 

analytics, networks, building systems, etc.) to empower personnel to identify and proactively 

resolve situations.” 

Some PSIMs products are present in the market and are a possible and powerful way to improve 

security integrating existing subsystems especially in organizations that have poor integration of 

components. Usually PSIM can integrate also safety subsystems fire alarms BMS (Building 

Management Systems), HVAC (Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning), Energy Management, 

Estate Monitoring and other Health and Safety applications. 

Some PSIMs manufacturer are enhancing their products to include new sources, as IoT, and adding 

comprehensive Big Data analytics and new correlation of data gathered from any physical security 

system or sensor, as well as from networked management applications, thus an integration between 

physical and information security is under way.  

 

 

 

                                                        
32 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_security_information_management 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_security_information_management
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4.2.5 Hybrid attacks (cyber e non cyber) and “Conventional defense” model 

Cyber security framework can be very useful and effective in defining an ISMS to cope with 

Information threats and PSIM can help in integrating physical security. 

Many CIs include industrial control systems (SCADA, ICS) for operating the machinery that, for 

example, produces energy or distribute gas or water. These systems are operated by software and 

hardware platforms that acquire data from and send commands to the devices in the “field” and 

report data and information to a control center.   

Due to technology evolution present security (cyber and physical) and control systems are usually 

built and operated as separate entities and apply the well-known concept of “defense in depth”, 

based mainly on segregation of subsystems and strong defensive means on the connection points 

and the boundaries of the networks. 

In our opinion this concept, despite many vendors claiming that is obsolete, partially maintains its 

effectiveness in elevating the level of menaces that can cause a damage. The validity of this 

“conventional approach” is indirectly confirmed by previous figures of US ICS-CERT (ICS CERT 

2016) reporting that only 8 out of 290 incidents in U.S had a significant impact when 184 had no 

effects and 58 a minor one. 

At the same time the speed of the threats evolution, originated mainly from cyber space, requires an 

integration of the “defence in depth” model with a prevention and reaction approach that possibly 

consider the CI as one entity. In other words, cyber and physical security should be integrated as 

much as possible and industrial control system should be included in the security system. 

Besides there is also a difficulty to control and react to threats that can come at very different speed: 

a cyber-attack can be so fast and complex that is not manageable by a human, on the other side a 

stealthy attack (cyber or non-cyber) can be so complex and dispersed over a long time and different 

systems that its traces are not easily “visible”, even to specialized software. These difficulties are 

getting worse because menaces evolve with the complexity of CI’s control systems and this 

enhances the attack surface and the number of possible vulnerabilities.   

Previous considerations lead to the need of significant integration of the defence model in order to 

include effective prevention and control tools with a capability to identify and react to very different 

types of threats, even those presently unknown.  

The usage of Big Data Analytics for security, as illustrated in the following, appears to be suitable 

as powerful tool capable of giving many answers to previous considerations. 

4.3 Big Data Analytics, Security and Resilience 
 
Big Data Analytics can be a powerful tool when applied for prevention in: detecting anomalies in 

cyber systems (suspect traffic, anomalous use of CPU or storage, etc.); signalling abnormal 

behaviours or trends of physical systems and sensors. Early warning appears to be one of the main 

areas for contribution of Big Data Analytics in CIP. 

4.3.1 Big Data Analytics and CI’s Resilience  

Big Data Analytics (BDA) and CI’s resilience (mainly security nowadays) is a niche problem and 

there is not a vast literature on the subject, mainly thesis, but we think that can be effectively treated 

using methods and models for the application of Big Data to security. In the following we examine 
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some of the papers focused on use of BDA for the protection of CIs, then we proceed with the 

application of BD to security and resilience in order to try to get the most important features of the 

state of the art and its applicability to improve present protection problems. 

The paper “Big Data in Critical Infrastructures security monitoring: challenges and opportunities” 
33 examines three research directions: i) use of distinct and heterogeneous data sources, ii) 

monitoring with adaptive granularity, and iii) attack modelling and runtime combination of multiple 

data analysis techniques. 

A 2014 degree thesis “Big Data Analytics for critical infrastructure monitoring” 34 is focused on 

design and development of security monitoring tools for the online analysis of critical systems logs 

using Big Data Analytics tools. It gives a review of the most used tools for BDA and presents some 

results from an implementation of BDA to control the behavior of severs used by Italian Ministry of 

Economy and Finance 

.  

In 2016 two interesting works (thesis) from the Luleå University of Technology in Sweden focused 

on CIP’s protection. In the first thesis  “Big Data Analytics attack detection for critical information 

infrastructure protection” 35 a possible framework for BDA in attack detection is devised and the 

approach followed uses both real-time and batch data analysis to cover both a very fast attack and a 

very slow intrusion. This work contains also a comparison among different methods implemented 

(using open software) and the results in detecting attacks like DoDs, Remote to User, User to Root, 

Probing. The second thesis “The use of Big Data Analytics to protect Critical Information 

Infrastructures from cyber-attacks“ 36 is a survey among companies, chosen with statistical 
approach, to evaluate the usage of BDA in security, namely in cyber security. It is interesting 
that most of the responders considered BDA a useful tool in conjunction with other 
“traditional” means of cyber defence. From this point the author proposed an interesting 
model of the usage of BDA that will be discussed further. 
 

4.3.1.1 CIs and Big Data: ownership, storage and usage  
 

In order to focus the examination of Big Data and their possible use to improve CI’s protection it is 

important to define the type of BD we are considering.  

Figure 4 in chapter 2 depicts the types of BD considered, mainly data produced by the CI itself. We 

do not consider data produced by other sources also if they can be useful for evaluating parameters 

like “web sentiment” or used for intelligence purpose. This limitation arises from the choice of 

adopting a “view from inside the CI” and to rely mainly on the data owned by the CI. 

It is almost obvious that every CI belongs to a network of relationships and sharing of information 

is really important but, this network can vary widely depending on local (regional or national) laws 

or regulations and technical and economical capabilities.  

For this reason, we want to emphasize the possibilities of exploiting data owned by the CI for 

improving security and resilience. 

Data produced by a CI come from different sources: operations (Plc, ICS, SCADA) , field  network 

(traffic from sensors to controllers), ICT networks, ICT components, etc. The choice of storing 

them as raw data or preprocessed depends mainly on the feasible use and also on the costs. 

CIs produce a huge amount of data every day, most of them are processed to produce a higher level 

of information and raw data are usually discarded. In the past this behavior was dictated by the cost 

of storage and also by the costs of processing such a huge set of data for some purpose. 

                                                        
33 https://arxiv.org/pdf/1405.0325.pdf 
34 http://143.225.81.37/www.mobilab.unina.it/tesi/TesiDanieleEspositoM63000183.pdf 
35  http://www.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:1033470/FULLTEXT02.pdf 
36 http://ltu.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:1037515/FULLTEXT02.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1405.0325.pdf
http://143.225.81.37/www.mobilab.unina.it/tesi/TesiDanieleEspositoM63000183.pdf
http://www.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:1033470/FULLTEXT02.pdf
http://ltu.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:1037515/FULLTEXT02.pdf
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Nowadays things are changed, storage is not expensive, thanks to cloud technology, and BDA 

effectiveness is continuously improving, moreover Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications that use 

BD are spreading in many fields and security is a promising one. 

In this new perspective data collected from a CI are a valuable asset and storing them, in raw or 

preprocessed form as metadata, can allow their use for different purposes.  

A possible example of use can be feeding a neural system (used for operations, security, 

maintenance, etc.) during a learning process, another use can be process data to implement a more 

precise system for preventive maintenance. 

No matter what a possible future use will be, data originated by a CI cannot be discarded without a 

preventive evaluation, they are not valueless, not any more. 

 
 

 

4.3.2. BDA methods and possible use for security and resilience 
 

There is a vast literature on the use of BDA for security purpose, mainly for cyber sec. One of the 

first paper “ BotCloud: Detecting Botnets Using MapReduce” 37  was the description of using a 

method of storing and processing Big Data (MapReduce) for the detection of botnets.  

In the previously cited Swedish thesis (ref. 35 and 36) there is an extensive bibliography and survey 

of BDA usage in cyber security. 

 

Detection is the main core of a security process, in (ref.35) there is a description of various methods 

of analysis of Big Data for security. These methods are summarized and ordered by a possible 

criterion of relevance for security and applicability. We refer to chapter 3 for a more detailed 

description of the following methods. 

 

 Misuse detection or knowledge-based detection is based on pattern matching for detecting 

attacks. It is the most used method by today’s security software. 

 Anomaly or behaviour based detection is based on traffic deviations or traffic profile 

differences (probability, statistics) for detecting attacks. This method is present in today’s security 

software. 

 Machine learning for intrusion or anomaly detection is a technique where self-

improvement can be enforced by supervision. Machine learning can be also unsupervised. Some 

software products based on these methods are rolling out on the market (2017).  

 Neural Networks, a machine learning algorithm also defined as an artificial neural network 

enables to classify and identify attacks based on adaptive learning similar to the human neural 

brain. Neural networks intrusion detection trained setup detected attacks faster than other rule 

based intrusion detection systems. 

 

Other methods are known for attack detection. 

o    Bayesian Network, in intrusion detection also simplified applied as Naïve Bayes. Bayesian 

Network is also used in Machine Learning intrusion detection solutions or in data mining 

techniques.  

o Data mining techniques are being used for intrusion detection solutions for attack model 

creation for better attack classification and detection.  

o Rule based intrusion detection is based on pattern matching misuse detection or rule based 

behaviour based detection.  

o Clustering based network intrusion detection, uses clustering basis algorithms to 

(pre)process data into groups of similar data types. 

                                                        
37 https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-00658186/document 

https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-00658186/document
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o Decision Trees, in intrusion detection is used to classify types or group similar classes of 

information which is also used in data mining techniques.  

o Fuzzy Logic, also used by machine learning techniques is used in behaviour-based detection 

for attack classification and detection.  

o Genetic based intrusion detection, based on its genetic algorithm properties, is where 

supervised trained data is preprocessed and generated to form a factious population data set.  

o Support vector machine (SVM), a machine learning algorithm is used in intrusion detection 

to classify the types or models information to detect possible attacks.  
 
Most of the methods described before and mainly the first four (labelled with dark point) in our 

opinion are suitable for application (and are applied) in cyber, physical and operational security. 

On the contrary the use of BDA for resilience can be only derived from the conjoined usage of 

methods suitable for security, prevention and decision support (to be used to ease the complex tasks 

of danger assessment and post-event recovery). As matter of possible examples detection methods 

(like neural networks and/or knowledge base detection) can be used in tandem with decision trees 

and/or rules based systems to help the response and recovery phases.  

The use of BDA for these different types of application in our opinion depends mainly on the 

maturity of the applicable technologies and their costs/benefits ratio. 

 

4.3.3 Present use (maturity) of BDA for security and resilience  
 

In one of the previously cited thesis (ref. 36) is reported that according to Gartner (2013-14), only 

large global organisations can currently afford to use BDA for cyber security. 

We do not consider explicitly the present use of BDA for resilience because as already said this 

would imply a chain of complex tools that are presently at the top of the cost scale and their 

reliability will be very difficult to evaluate. 

This situation will most probably change in a “near” future, due to the current trend of technological 

evolution, but technological evolution sometimes has stops or diversion e.g. AI in the 90’. 

 

In the cited thesis (ref. 36) there is an extensive illustration of the various possible applications of 

BDA for cyber security, it starts with a 2012 report from Information Security Forum “Data 

Analytics for Information Security: From hindsight to insight” 38 suggesting that analytics will be 

very helpful but the technology “is not quite mature in the information security industry”. 

 
 

In the following we try to answer to three questions:  

 

A. What has changed since 2012?  

B. Where are we on the road to maturity of BDA? 

C. Are BDA and related technologies applicable to CIs protection and which is their 

effectiveness? 

 

A possible answer to question (A) What has changed since 2012?  could be in the following 

considerations. 

 

Big Data Analytics and related topics are still in the focus of researchers, manufacturers and 

possible users. Hundreds of papers and reports have been issued, a lot of work has been done to 

improve maturity of the various methods but the results are somehow controversial. Some 

technologies and methods seem quite mature and are being used in products, some others will 

probably disappear or lose interest due to lack of applicability and effectiveness. 

                                                        
38 https://www.securityforum.org/uploads/2015/03/isf_data_analytics_es.pdf 

https://www.securityforum.org/uploads/2015/03/isf_data_analytics_es.pdf
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Some BDA enabling technologies have consolidated their role in the last years, mainly Cloud and 

Artificial Intelligence that is not properly a technology but a “science”. Cloud is one of the most 

important “revolution” in data processing in the last years and is really changing the way we think 

storage, computing and usage of licensed software. How Cloud will change the approach to security 

is not clear but some companies offer the possibility of having ICS and SCADA on Cloud and this 

would “unthinkable” some years ago. Cloud security, e.g. securing data and applications that reside 

on clouds, is a well known and managed problem (see chapter 5) but also the reverse approach, e.g. 

usage of cloud data and applications to improve intelligence and consequently security is also well 

known according to a 2013 report from Cloud Security Alliance “Big Data Analytics for Security 

Intelligence”39 . 

 

Artificial Intelligence is a field that is growing in these years as cited in the report from Bloomberg 

“Why-2015-was-a-breakthrough-year-in-artificial-intelligence” 40 mainly due to the design of new 

machine learning algorithms and their usage by companies like Facebook, Google, Amazon, Apple, 

IBM, Microsoft, Deep Mind, just to cite few of them. Those companies founded also a partnership “ 

Established to study and formulate best practices on AI technologies, to advance the public’s 

understanding of AI, and to serve as an open platform for discussion and engagement about AI and 

its influences on people and society “ 41. 

AI applications include understanding human speech, automatic translation among languages, 

competing in strategic game systems, autonomous cars, military simulations, and interpreting 

complex data, like images and videos. AI applications are moving toward consumer application and 

devices, like game boxes and smartphone. 

BDA evolution is strictly related to Cloud and AI because Big Data are very often the “fuel” for AI 

and Cloud applications.  

 

This consideration introduces to a possible answer to the question (B) “Where are we on the road to 

maturity of BDA?” 

 

A possible answer can be inferred by a comparison with the state of the art of autonomous cars 

which is a very complex and ambitious target foreseen in the “near” future. Present cars have no 

real and reliable autonomy but include a lot of specialized tools, really advanced compared to those 

of few years ago, and very useful to increase the safety and ease the burden of driving. The 

completion of the final picture will require “some years” but in the meanwhile the use of available 

products could be a wise decision. 

Currently there are Big Data Analytics available from many sources and they can be easily found 

with a simple Internet query. There is not a “complete” solution but there is a good choice of 

advanced tools that can give an important contribution in implementing applications that make 

efficient use of Big Data. 

There are also products that include some BDA to increase their performance and effectiveness as 

in documented by BMC“Adaptive methods and Big Data interface (Hadoop) in some products “42; 

many more can be found with Internet queries aimed at specific services or applications, also with 

examples of Cloud usage as in “Cloud Monitoring on a Machine Learning Platform”43. 

Previous considerations lead to a possible answer to question (C) “Are BDA and related 

technologies applicable to CIs protection and which is their effectiveness?” 

                                                        
39 https://downloads.cloudsecurityalliance.org/initiatives/bdwg/Big_Data_Analytics_for_Security_Intelligence.pdf 
40https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-12-08/why-2015-was-a-breakthrough-year-in-artificial-
intelligence 
41 https://www.partnershiponai.org/ 
42 http://documents.bmc.com/products/documents/82/71/468271/468271.pdf 
43 https://www.metricly.com/ 

https://downloads.cloudsecurityalliance.org/initiatives/bdwg/Big_Data_Analytics_for_Security_Intelligence.pdf
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-12-08/why-2015-was-a-breakthrough-year-in-artificial-intelligence
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-12-08/why-2015-was-a-breakthrough-year-in-artificial-intelligence
https://www.partnershiponai.org/
http://documents.bmc.com/products/documents/82/71/468271/468271.pdf
https://www.metricly.com/
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The answer to this question is multifaceted because, due to the state of art of Big Data Analytics 

their application in security is important but somehow limited to specific environment, mainly cyber 

space, and specific use for CIs protection is a niche.  

We examine before the status of the researches going on, then physical, cyber and operational 

security are considered.  

  

Research projects on CIP are currently on going in H2020 programs and final results of previous 

FP7 program are available. A search on the Cordis website for Critical Infrastructures Protection 

gives near 300 results but refined for Big Data and security produces 65 results of which only 6 

were H2020 active projects44. 

 

There are also some national projects, e.g.  TENACE “A Data-driven Framework for Critical 

Infrastructure Protection” 45, an Italian research project  aimed to build a data analysis framework 

for failure and anomaly detection in Critical Infrastructures. 

 

Previous data confirm that CIP and BDA is a niche research topic and seems essentially derived 

from the evolution of BDA and related fields of research like AI. 

 

Physical security is evolving because, as already said in 4.2.4 , some PSIMs manufacturer are 

enhancing their products to include new sources, as IoT, and adding comprehensive Big Data 

Analytics and new correlation of data gathered from any physical security system or sensor, as well 

as from networked management applications, thus an integration between physical and information 

security is under way. 

 

But the area where there is the greatest offer of products and services (and consequently maturity) is 

in cyber security. It is almost obvious that technologies originated from ICT where first applied to 

the same field also because the need for very complex and very fast detection instrument is related 

to the continuous increment in number and types of threats coming from the cyber space.  

Products and services can be easily found with an Internet search, some examples are46, there are   

services as threat analytics platform cloud-based for detection and investigation or services. and 

also products like 47 which is an “appliance” capable of controlling an ICT network using self- 

machine learning and Bayesian tools. 

The complexity of cyber defence is increasing, a big organization can experiment hundreds of 

thousands of cyber security events per day, and there are many blogs and surveys that underscore 

the need of using new instruments for anomaly detection and traffic controls and the positive 

contribution of Big Data Analytics to ease the problem48.   
 

The maturity of the subject is also testified by one of the first books49 on the matter. 
 

Cost of present solutions can be quite high but it is expected to decrease with the maturity of the 

market and the increase of offerings. Besides cost there are also other limitations and inconvenient 

that are examined in the following paragraph.    

                                                        
44http://cordis.europa.eu/projects/result 
45 http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/~tenace/deliverables_eng.php?lang=eng 
46 https://www.fireeye.com/products/threat-analytics-platform/threat-analytics-datasheet-pf-tap.html  
 http://blog.trendmicro.com/big-data-and-machine-learning-a-perfect-pair-for-cyber-security/    
47 https://www.darktrace.com/ 
48 http://www.rmmagazine.com/2017/10/02/enhancing-security-with-big-data-analytics/ 
 https://bi-survey.com/big-data-security-analytics risultati positivi 6% negativi maggio 2017 
49 Clarence CHIO and David Freeman Machine Learning and security – O’ REILLY (2017) 

http://cordis.europa.eu/projects/result
http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/~tenace/deliverables_eng.php?lang=eng
https://www.fireeye.com/products/threat-analytics-platform/threat-analytics-datasheet-pf-tap.html
http://blog.trendmicro.com/big-data-and-machine-learning-a-perfect-pair-for-cyber-security/
https://www.darktrace.com/
http://www.rmmagazine.com/2017/10/02/enhancing-security-with-big-data-analytics/
https://bi-survey.com/big-data-security-analytics
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Regarding operational security it seems that there is a trend to import, with adaptations, 

methodologies already use for ICT in order to use Big Data in Anomaly Detection for industrial 

systems and networks. 

A recent (nov. 2017) survey paper “Towards Large-Scale, Heterogeneous Anomaly Detection 

Systems in Industrial Networks: A Survey of Current Trends” 50 examines the industrial 

environment  of ” Industrial Networks (INs) .. where heterogeneous devices collaborate to control 

and monitor physical processes. Some of the controlled processes belong to Critical Infrastructures 

(CIs), and, as such, IN protection is an active research field. Among different types of security 

solutions, IN Anomaly Detection Systems (ADSs) have received wide attention from the scientific 

community. While INs have grown in size and in complexity, requiring the development of novel, 

Big Data solutions for data processing, IN ADSs have not evolved at the same pace. …the 

development of Big Data frameworks ……( for)  the field of cyber-security, mainly focusing on the 

Information Technology (IT) domain…, due to the particularities of INs, it is not feasible to directly 

apply IT security mechanisms in INs, as IN ADSs face unique characteristics. ….we survey the area 

of Big Data ADSs that could be applicable to INs and compare the surveyed works. Second, we 

develop a novel taxonomy to classify existing IN based ADSs. And, finally, we present a discussion 

of open problems in the field of Big Data ADSs for INs that can lead to further development” 

From the examination of the paper seems clear that the use of BDA for operational security is still 

under research but there is a precise trend to use Big Data technologies with adaptations. 

 

4.4 Present limitations and possible future trends 
 

BDA are very powerful tools but there are some present limitations and caveats for their use in 

security and resilience. 

Due to the complex and fast processing of huge amount of data they produce warnings and alarms 

that can be very difficult to evaluate in their dangerousness, in fact a false positive could require a 

lot of expert human work to be clearly identified. This fact has been directly experienced by one of 

the author (G. Bertocchi) when an alert (moving of Gigabytes files at night inside a very sensitive 

network without any attempt of export outside) came from a very sophisticated tool, eventually 

after 2 days of investigations it has been recognized as a legitimate transfer activated by the data 

owner for additional recovery of data. 

The lesson learned is if you have an “intelligent” tool you must be prepared to have more intelligent 

human experts to investigate in case of alerts. In fact, one of the main problems today are false 

positives, there are some good techniques to reduce this phenomenon (Bayesian statistics is a 

usually deployed) but it is somehow intrinsic to the concept of anomaly detection “MIT scientists 

have built an AI that can detect 85% of cyber attacks but it still needs human help” 51.  

A second conceptual limitation arise from the fact that if you use BDA for controlling a subsystem 

or a part of it (e.g. ICT servers and network) you would like to have these events and alarms 

correlated to other events/alarms coming from a different subsystem. This correlation could be also 

somehow automated but the human intervention is very probably required. 

The present limitations of technological solutions are well known and depends on the state of the 

art. 

 

Also a leading company 52 active in the field of security refers to augmented intelligence in its 

offering of services that includes “intelligent “ tools that are operated and coordinated by a team of 

humans. 

                                                        
50 https://www.hindawi.com/journals/scn/2017/9150965/ref/ 
51 http://uk.businessinsider.com/mit-scientists-build-ai-that-can-detect-85-of-cyberattacks-2016-4 
52 IBM white paper- It’s time to take a proactive approach to threat detection and prevention Orchestrate your 
defenses with the power of cognitive security  

https://www.hindawi.com/journals/scn/2017/9150965/ref/
http://uk.businessinsider.com/mit-scientists-build-ai-that-can-detect-85-of-cyberattacks-2016-4
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We could summarize present state of the art as follows. 

If you are looking for automatic solutions that will take care of the physical, cyber and operational 

security and possibly integrate all the subsystems in a comprehensive view for enhancing resilience, 

then this a future perspective that will be available some day, probably not  in a “near” future. 

If you are looking for partial solutions that can help in easing the burden of controlling some critical 

aspects and you have expert staff (as CIs usually have), then there are products and services that can 

be used. Some fields (cyber) are more mature than the others and experiencing with a part of your 

organization allows for a direct judgment of complex technological solutions. 

Last but not least, “conventional defences” are still valid to prevent and contrast most of the present 

threats and should be kept in place and updated. 

BDA solutions are somehow more efficient and effective but presently have some limitations in 

scope as usually they cover some aspects of the organization where they increase the security level.   

In one of the cited Swedish thesis (ref. 36) there is the indication of placing BDA solutions to 

defend the most critical part of your organization. We think this is a good suggestion because the 

most “powerful weapons” should be used to limit the higher risks.  

  

                                                                                                                                                                                        
https://public.dhe.ibm.com/common/ssi/ecm/wg/en/wgb03050usen/security-ibm-security-solutions-wg-brochure-
wgb03050usen-20171018.pdf 
 
 
 

https://public.dhe.ibm.com/common/ssi/ecm/wg/en/wgb03050usen/security-ibm-security-solutions-wg-brochure-wgb03050usen-20171018.pdf
https://public.dhe.ibm.com/common/ssi/ecm/wg/en/wgb03050usen/security-ibm-security-solutions-wg-brochure-wgb03050usen-20171018.pdf
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5. Good Practices and Recommendations on the Security of Big 
Data  
 

5.1 Introduction 
 
Big Data are produced by thousands of sensors present in many CIs and are essential to their correct 

functioning and can also be useful to protect CIs. Consequently, Big Data is a valuable asset and as 

such is targeted by a diverse set of threats including but not limited to cyber attacks, natural and 

human origin disaster, structural failure and human errors. The security issues are magnified and the 

network security of many organizations has moved beyond the “four walls”, i.e. in the “cloud”, with 

strategies looking particularly to network perimeter security and next generation tools for access 

control and single sign-on integration and encryption.  We must also consider that the collection and 

processing of personal information contextually of Big Data Analytics can give rise to privacy 

worries. So in order to acquire all the benefits of analytics without invading individuals’ private 

sphere, it is necessary to control the Big Data processing and combine the appropriate data 

protections in the analytics. In this context, the principle of privacy by design is satisfied by 

determining the privacy requirements at the beginning of Big Data Analytics value chain and 

consequently implementing the necessary technical and organizational measures. Achieving Big 

Data with privacy is not an easy task, but it can be possible if the involved stakeholders take the 

necessary measures to combine privacy and data protection preservation in the core of Big Data, by 

design and by default, see ENISA (The European Union Agency for Network and Information 

Security ) “Privacy by design in Big Data” 53. The topic is developed in depth in the following 

Chapter 6 in the context of the new European rules for the protection of privacy.  

In this context, this chapter is dedicated to highlight the top Big Data security challenges related to 

cloud computing and how these can be mitigated, using in particular the tools detailed in chapter 3.  

Moreover, a European funded project (PREEMPTIVE) is considered as a possible source of 

methodologies applicable to CIs and their Big Data. 

 

5.2 The Cloud Model 
 
The best approach in securing Big Data is to consider the overall architecture enabling Big Data 

usage and related information/knowledge value creation and putting in place appropriate technical 

and organization measures following an end to end approach.  

In Critical Infrastructure, this is necessary if we want to protect data from the source (SCADA, PLC 

system or any “object” on a IOT network) to a command and control center that collects, processes 

this data, takes decision (automated and/or not) and through different capabilities and functions 

remotely operates commands on network endpoints as a routine operation or an emergency task. 

This entails to consider all the extended network system that consists of the end points, the 

transmission network(s), the (possible) distributed file system where data are stored and all the local 

and central hardware and software assets necessary to collect, organize (i.e. normalize), correlate, 

process and analyze data according to the characteristic of the specific Big Data architecture put in 

place. 

Cloud Computing (CC) can satisfy all these topics, it is a model for enabling ubiquitous, 

convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources that 

can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider 

interaction.  CC allows you to use a computer resource such as a Virtual Machine (VM) rather than 

having and maintain computer infrastructures in house, or at least limit them.  

                                                        
53https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/big-data-protection  

https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/big-data-protection
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NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) has identified five essential characteristics 

that composed the Cloud Model “The NIST Definition of cloud Computing”54:  

On-demand self-service: a consumer can unilaterally provision computing capabilities, such as 

server time and network storage, as needed automatically without requiring human interaction with 

each service provider.  

Broad network access: capabilities are available over the network and accessed through standard 

mechanisms that promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms (e.g., mobile phones, 

tablets, laptops, and workstations).  

Resource pooling: the provider’s computing resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers using 

a multi-tenant model, with different physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned and 

reassigned according to consumer demand. There is a sense of location independence in that the 

customer generally has no control or knowledge over the exact location of the provided resources 

but may be able to specify location at a higher level of abstraction (e.g., country, state, or 

datacenter). Examples of resources include storage, processing, memory, and network bandwidth.  

Rapid elasticity: capabilities can be elastically provisioned and released, in some cases 

automatically, to scale rapidly outward and inward commensurate with demand. To the consumer, 

the capabilities available for provisioning often appear to be unlimited and can be appropriated in 

any quantity at any time.  

Measured service: cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource use by leveraging a 

metering capability at some level of abstraction appropriate to the type of service (e.g., storage, 

processing, bandwidth, and active user accounts). Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and 

reported, providing transparency for both the provider and consumer of the utilized service. 

Among the benefits of cloud computing should be mentioned, see “Cloud Computing “55 : 

 Workload resilience: Cloud service providers often implement redundant resources to ensure 

resilient storage and to keep users' important workloads running – often across multiple global 

regions. 

 Migration flexibility: Organizations can move certain workloads to or from the cloud – or to 

different cloud platforms – as desired or automatically for better cost savings or to use new 

services as they emerge. 

 

5.3 The Different Types of Cloud Systems 
 
The system of Cloud Computing can be private, public or hybrid. It’s private when is provided for 

internal users, public when a third party provider delivers the service over internet, hybrid  when is 

a combination of previous two. In these case the users run the sensitive applications on the private 

cloud and the others on public. The services of Cloud Computing can be allocated in three main 

categories: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a 

Service (SaaS).  

IaaS providers supply a virtual machine (VM) instance and storage. Users have an allocated storage 

capacity and can start, stop, access and configure the VM and storage as desired.  

PaaS configuration when cloud providers host development tools on their infrastructures. Users 

access these tools over the Internet using Application Program Interfaces (APIs), web portals or 

gateway software.  

SaaS supplies software applications over the internet; applications that are often called web 

services. Users can access SaaS applications and services from any location using a computer or 

mobile device that has internet access.  

 

                                                        
54 http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/Legacy/SP/nistspecialpublication800-145.pdf. 
55 http://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/definition/cloud-computing 

http://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/definition/Infrastructure-as-a-Service-IaaS
http://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/definition/Platform-as-a-Service-PaaS
http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/SaaS
http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/Legacy/SP/nistspecialpublication800-145.pdf
http://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/definition/cloud-computing
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5.4 The Key Challenges by ENISA 
 
In this context, where both friends and foes can share the same physical infrastructures, security is a 

primary concern for firms looking for cloud adoption, especially public cloud. Public cloud service 

providers share their hardware infrastructure between numerous customers, as public cloud is a 

multi-client conditions. This context demands absolute isolation between logical computing 

resources. At the same time, cloud-based defenses are more robust, able to overcome dangers and 

cost effective; access to public cloud storage and computing resources can be protected by account 

login credentials or complex access management systems. 

Many customers bound by regulatory obligations and governance standards are still hesitant to 

place data or workloads in the public cloud afraid for fear of outages, loss or theft. However, this 

resistance is fading, as logical isolation has proven reliable, and the addition of data encryption and 

various identity and access management tools has increased security inside the public cloud.  

In synthesis, the key challenges to secure use of Big Data are, as listed in ENISA (European Union 

Agency for Network and Information Security) publication “Big Data Security - Good Practices 

and Recommendations on the Security of Big Data Systems”56:  

Access control and authentication – in a Big Data environment access to data is given to different 

people and entities in order to make computation and decisions. Maintaining the desired level of 

access control and authentication is a potential problem, as some of the entities might not have the 

capabilities to use the required security level.  

Secure data management – the vast amount of logs the Big Data system collects is a key issue 

because the big volume of logs needs to be stored and protected. Proper protection is one issue, but 

there is also another – it should be possible to restore them in a secure way.  

Source validation and filtering – the essential use of a Big Data system is that it could collect 

information from many sources. Some of these sources may not be verified or trusted. Making 

analysis or decisions based on input that has not been verified could lead to potentially incorrect 

results.  

5.5 The Recommendations of CSA 
 
CSA (Cloud Security Alliance) developed “Security Guidance for Critical Areas in Cloud 

Computing” 57 a series of recommendations to aid both cloud customers and cloud providers, 

followed by directions to assist organizations in their decisions. In the document presenting these 

directions CSA have identified the following seven main threats: 

 

 Abuse and Nefarious Use of Cloud Computing 

 Insecure Application Programming Interfaces 

 Malicious Insiders 

 Shared Technology Vulnerability 

 Data Loss/Leakage 

 Account, Service & Traffic Hijacking 

 Unknown Risk Profile. 

(for details, see Appendix C to present publication) 

 

In addition, as stated by ENISA in its publication “Cloud Computing: Benefits, Risks and 

Recommendations for Information Security” 58 to which CSA refers, “all kinds of security measures 

                                                        
56 https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/big-data-security 
57 https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/guidance/#_overview 
58  http://www.enisa.europa.eu/act/rm/files/deliverables/cloud-computing-risk-assessment 

http://searchcompliance.techtarget.com/definition/information-governance
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/encryption
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/identity-access-management-IAM-system
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/big-data-security
https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/guidance/%23_overview
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are cheaper when implemented on large scale. Therefore the same amount of investment in security 

buys better protection. This includes all kinds of defensive measures such as filtering, patch 

management, hardening of virtual machine instances and hypervisors, etc. Other benefits of scale 

include: multiple locations, edge networks (content delivered or processed closer to its destination), 

timeliness of response, to incidents, threat management …. the concentration of resources …. has 

the obvious advantage of cheaper physical perimiterisation and physical access control (per unit 

resource) and the easier and cheaper application of many security-related processes.”. 

 

5.6 The PREEMPTIVE Project 
 
Obviously, the list of threats can be quickly updated to reflect the dynamics of Cloud Computing 

and its rapidly evolving threat environment. In the past decade, a growth of cyber attacks against 

Industrial Control Systems (ICSs)59 has been observed in “PREEMPTIVE: an Integrated Approach 

to Intrusion Detection and Prevention in Industrial Control Systems”60. All elements of ICSs are 

generally prepared to provide availability, safety and reliability, but not to contrast particulars 

software attacks the so called Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) . To investigate how to  prevent 

this type of cyber attacks against hardware and software of ICSs, EU funded PREEMPTIVE 

(Preventive Methodology and Tools to Protect Utilities) project (see “Innovative Method and 

Technological Solutions to Foil Cyberattacks on Utility companies”)61. PREEMPTIVE designed 

and developed prevention and detection tools based on a dual approach comprising low direct 

detection (e.g. network traffic and system calls) and process misbehavior detection (e.g. automatic 

industrial processes to control water distribution). The work is based on electricity, water and gas 

utilities, see “PREEMPTIVE – PREvEntivE Methodology and Tools to protect utilitIEs” 62, but can 

be easy extended to all utility networks .  

Moreover, PREEMPTIVE “Preventive Methodology and Tools to Protect Utilities” 63 proposes to: 

 enhance existing methodological security and prevention frameworks with the aim of 

harmonizing risk and vulnerability assessment methods, standard policies, procedures and 

applicable regulations or recommendations to prevent cyber attacks; 

 design and develop prevention and detection tools complaint to the dual approach that takes 

into account both the industrial process misbehavior analysis (physical domain) and the 

communication & software anomalies (cyber domain); 

 define a taxonomy for classifying the utilities networks taking into account the utility network 

type and communication technology used, its exposure to cyber threat, and the impact to the 

citizens of services disruption caused by a cyber attack through the utility network; 

 define guidelines for improving Critical Infrastructure (CI) surveillance; 

 validate the PREEMPTIVE framework and innovative technologies in real scenarios with the 

support of the utility companies involved. 

 
5.6.1 The PREEMPTIVE Outputs 
 
The main PREEMPTIVE final outputs are (ref.63): 

Taxonomy – report: classifying the utility networks taking into account type and communication 

technology, sensibility to cyber threats. The objective of Taxonomy is to gain a comprehensive 

                                                        
59 Industrial Control Systems (ICSs) are involved in control processes of several kinds of Critical Infrastructures, like 
energy production and distribution, water distribution, water distribution, and transportation, but these systems can 
be easy referred to all main utilities.  
60  https://www.dia.uniroma3.it/~compunet/www/docs/pizzo/PREEMPTIVE.pdf . 
61https://publications.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/d8670af9-8b9c-11e7-b5c6-
01aa75ed71a1/language-en 
62  https://hal.laas.fr/hal-01370266 .  
63 “http://preemptive.eu/  

https://www.dia.uniroma3.it/~compunet/www/docs/pizzo/PREEMPTIVE.pdf
https://publications.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/d8670af9-8b9c-11e7-b5c6-01aa75ed71a1/language-en
https://publications.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/d8670af9-8b9c-11e7-b5c6-01aa75ed71a1/language-en
https://hal.laas.fr/hal-01370266
http://preemptive.eu/
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understanding of the utility operational technology infrastructure to be protected. A taxonomy has 

been defined to structure the collected information in a consistent way across different utility 

sectors focusing on three sectors: electricity, gas and water. For each domain some critical 

processes has been considered: 

• electricity (generation, transmission, distribution and distributed energy resources), 

• gas (production, storage, transmission and distribution) 

• water (drinking water treatment, waste water treatment and water distribution). 

• metering cross-sector domain that includes the common end-user metering infrastructure for 

electricity, gas and water. 

Modelling – software: models and virtual environment for simulating and gathering data on cyber 

attacks. The virtual environments are composed of virtual images of basic components (work 

stations, servers, HMIs, SCADA/DCS servers and PLCs). It constitutes a useful toolkit for verify 

the effectiveness of the PREEMPTIVE tools against complex attack conditions and threats. 

Software detection (network, host and process based) and event correlation tools - software: 

prevention and detection tools to improves security on SCADA (Supervisory, Control and Data 

Acquisition) utility networks. This Software is composed by 3 main components: the detection tools 

(which check network traffic (payload and flow), host (PLC – Programmable Logic Controllers and 

workstation), process state of the SCADA system; a correlation engine ( which correlates all 

alarm/warning generated by the different detection tools; a graphical interface (where operator 

have a global view of all elements and in case of a warning/alarm the affected element is 

highlighted and operator may check information about the event). 

Cyber Defence Methodology Framework – guidelines: Risk and Vulnerability Assessment 

methods and standard policies, procedures and guidelines to prevent cyber attacks. In synthesis is 

the development of a Risk Assessment methodology including Asset Identification, Threat 

Characterization and Vulnerability Assessment. 

Privacy and Data Protection – guidelines: Legal and Ethical aspects and impact of Preemptive. 

The implementation guidelines are offered to cover key legal areas such as, critical infrastructure 

protection and security, privacy and data protection. 

Utility companies will take advantage of PREEMPTIVE results to demonstrate compliance with 

high-level security requirements that originate from mandates, standards, and guidelines. 

 

 

 

5.7 To Keep and Hold Security of Cloud  
 
The requirements of our cloud system security can be satisfied using the above recommendations 

and tools of ENISA and PREEMPTIVE Project. But we must preserve the cloud system protection 

continuously. The NIST Cybersecurity Framework “Framework for Improving Critical 

Infrastructure Cybersecurity” 64 suggests a methodology of five stages to accomplish this goal. 

The methodology, synthetized in previous chapter 4.2.2, is also very effective to accomplish the 

goal of cloud system protection through the following stages. 

: 

1. Identify  
Develop an organizational understanding to manage cybersecurity risk to systems, assets, 

data, and capabilities.  

The activities in the Identify Function are foundational for effective use of the Framework. 

Understanding the business context, the resources that support critical functions, and the 

                                                        
64 https://www.nist.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2017/12/05/draft-2_framework-v1-1_without-markup.pdf 

https://www.nist.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2017/12/05/draft-2_framework-v1-1_without-markup.pdf
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related cybersecurity risks enables an organization to focus and prioritize its efforts, consistent 

with its risk management strategy and business needs. 

Examples of outcome Categories within this Function include: Asset Management; Business 

Environment; Governance; Risk Assessment; and Risk Management Strategy. 

2. Protect 

Develop and implement appropriate safeguards to ensure delivery of critical infrastructure 

services. 

The Protect Function supports the ability to limit or contain the impact of a potential  

cybersecurity event. Examples of outcome Categories within this Function include:  Identity 

Management and Access Control; Awareness and Training; Data Security;  Information 

Protection Processes and Procedures; Maintenance; and Protective 

Technology. 

3. Detect 

Develop and implement appropriate activities to identify the occurrence of a cybersecurity 

event. 

The Detect Function enables timely discovery of cybersecurity events. Examples of outcome 

Categories within this Function include: Anomalies and Events; Security continuous 

Monitoring; and Detection Processes. 

4. Respond 

Develop and implement appropriate activities to take action regarding a detected 

cybersecurity incident. 

The Respond Function supports the ability to contain the impact of a potential cybersecurity 

incident. Examples of outcome Categories within this Function include: Response Planning; 

Communications; Analysis; Mitigation; and Improvements. 

5.   Recover 

Develop and implement appropriate activities to maintain plans for resilience and to restore 

any capabilities or services that were impaired due to a cybersecurity incident. 

The Recover Function supports timely recovery to normal operations to reduce the impact 

from a cybersecurity incident. Examples of outcome Categories within this Function include: 

Recovery Planning; Improvements; and Communications. 

 

Figure n. 10 65 synthetizes the process of maintaining security using the five stages provided by 

NIST Framework.  

                                                        
65 https://business.bt.com/content/dam/bt/business/PDFs/solutions/GDPR_white%20paper_v4.pdf 
 

https://business.bt.com/content/dam/bt/business/PDFs/solutions/GDPR_white%20paper_v4.pdf
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Figure 10. The graph of five stages of NIST Cybersecurity Framework  

(Source: BT-British Telecommunications) 

 
 

5.8 Final Considerations 
 

Critical Infrastructures become increasingly dependent on ICT resources because there is a 
growing need for a significant data flow and better interoperability between components of 
networks. Thus Big Data are increasingly relevant for ICs and their most probable and 
appropriate storage, e.g. Cloud Systems, are more and more threatened by cyber attacks. 
Security and resilience of Big Data and Cloud are currently focused by organizations like 
ENISA and NIST and we have illustrated some methods and procedures to save and increase 
the cyber resilience of these systems.  
In addition, recognizing the role that the protection of privacy and civil liberties plays in 
creating greater public trust, the NIST Framework includes a methodology to protect 
individual privacy and civil liberties when critical infrastructure organizations conduct 
cybersecurity activities. Integrating privacy and cybersecurity can benefit organizations by 
increasing customer confidence, enabling more standardized sharing of information, and 
simplifying operations across legal regimes (ref.62). 
Finally, it must be remembered that cybersecurity is not a “single shot” objective but a process 
that we must establish and continually maintain following the continuous evolution of 
technologies and threats.   
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6. Safeguards on personal identifiable information when using 
Big Data  

6.1 Large infrastructure, controls systems and personal data protection  
 
Although data originating by controls systems of large infrastructure may be considered not 

impacting on personal data protection, a considerable attention should be payed on this issue. 

 

Within the scope of this chapter, let’s consider the main features characterizing Big Data: 

 enormous Volumes of data;  

 marked Variety in terms of nature and structure, since it's generated by many sources such as 

computers, intelligent machines, sensors or by human interaction on the internet; 

 Velocity of the flows and the processing capability put in place;  

 Veracity and Validity as expected qualities related to the trustworthiness, accuracy and 

correctness of data.  

 

This makes Big Data systems highly dynamic in terms of content and structure and prone to risks of 

privacy violations when treating information relating to a natural person (data subject) that can be 

identified, directly or indirectly. In this sense, specific attention is required to avoid  the risk of “re-

identification” of the individuals. 

Let’s think for example to the information provided by a power supply meter, or a generic end user 

IoT device and the possibility to correlate this records with other operational databases (may be a 

customer database or any other database containing individual records) or with other open source 

information freely available on the internet about these individuals (i.e. social media). This 

potentially allows to infer several information on individuals (for example each single customer) 

enabling specific processing of personal data that may endanger the rights and freedom of the data 

subjects involved and to violate the applicable legislative provisions on data protection.  

 

To gain awareness of this occurrence is the first necessary step to take appropriate decision on the 

overall approach of personal data protection management.  So, processing these personal data, it’s 

important to provide specific measures to avoid lack of control (i.e. keep a timely updated register 

of personal data collected, collection methods, storage locations, purpose of processing including, 

selection criteria and analysis, etc.), put in place appropriate information security measures, and 

granting the necessary transparency principle in relation to the use/reuse of such data and related 

processing operations (such as data inference and re-identification, data subjects’ profiling and 

automated decision making). Regulation (EU) 2016/679 – “General Data Protection Regulation” 

(GDPR)66 provides the accountability of data “controllers” (as defined by GDPR) on the legitimate 

processing of personal data, the security of processing and indicates specific approaches such as the 

“Privacy by Design” and “Privacy by default”. 

 The accountability of “controllers” should be based on a proper evaluation of the data protection 

risks of each specific processing. The Regulation provides also that when processing operations are 

likely to result in a high risk to the rights and freedom of natural persons, the “controller” should be 

responsible for carrying out a “data protection impact assessment” to evaluate, in particular, the 

origin, nature, particularity and severity of that risk.   

6.2 The Win - Win approach of Privacy by Design  
 
The data protection legislation previsions should not be considered as a limiting factor or an overall 

barrier to the legitimate interest of Big Data owners and users. Thinking in advance to the privacy 

                                                        
66 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32016R0679 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32016R0679
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requirements, at the moment when the data flow and the processing operation are defined, is the 

best way to comply with the legislation and, at the same time, enable the Big Data processing 

potential and objectives. In critical infrastructure protection, the use of data collected from any 

interested asset, network, control system, or intelligent device can be done with effectiveness and 

efficacy without infringe data protection legislation, respecting rights and freedom of data subject.  

 

ENISA in “Privacy by design in Big Data - An overview of privacy enhancing technologies in the 

era of Big Data analytics” 67,  states, about the design strategies in the Big Data Analytics value 

chain, that:  

” When looking into the value chain of Big Data analytics, it is important to take into account the 

purpose of each of the phases and the standpoints of all parties involved there in (data subject, 

different data controllers and processors, third parties). In this way, it is possible to extract the 

specific privacy requirements and the relevant implementation measures per phase. Still, it is 

important to note, that apart from the needs of each particular phase, it is essential to implement a 

coherent approach to Big Data privacy protection, taking into account the complete lifecycle of the 

analytics. Therefore, it is not just about one technology or another, but rather about the synthesis of 

many different technologies adequately addressing all the needs of the different data processing 

nodes”. 

 

From this side, GDPR provides the “Privacy by design and by default” approach:  it’s necessary to 

evaluate the risks for rights and freedoms of natural persons posed by the processing, both at the 

time of the determination of the means for processing and at the time of the processing itself, 

implementing appropriate technical and organisational measures, such as pseudonymisation68, and 

data minimisation.  

Furthermore, appropriate technical and organisational measures for ensuring that, by default, only 

personal data which are necessary for each specific purpose of the processing are processed.  

6.3 The “Big picture” of Big Data: the NIST Big Data Interoperability 
Framework 
 
  

For the purpose of this chapter we to introduce some descriptions of what is generally referred to 

the term of Big Data. This is a preliminary step necessary to identify the best approach to Big Data 

security, and hence adequately support critical infrastructure when using such technologies. If Big 

data may be important for Critical Infrastructure management, we are aware that inadequate 

knowledge creation characterized by compromised and/or inadequate data and information can 

seriously compromise the main protection objective.  
The question to ask at this point is related to how should we provide the necessary “end to end 

security” pursuing with a holistic approach that takes into account the complexity of the Big Data 

technology implementations 

From this point of view, it may be useful to consider what has been done by NIST in “Special 

Publication 1500-6 - NIST Big Data Interoperability Framework - Volume 6, Reference 

                                                        
67https://www.enisa.europa.eu/news/enisa-news/privacy-by-design-in-big-data-an-overview-of-privacy-enhancing-
technologies-in-the-era-of-big-data-analytics 
68 Art 4(5) of GDPR provides the following definition: ‘pseudonymisation’ means the processing of personal data in 
such a manner that the personal data can no longer be attributed to a specific data subject without the use of 
additional information, provided that such additional information is kept separately and is subject to technical and 
organisational measures to ensure that the personal data are not attributed to an identified or identifiable natural 
person 

https://www.enisa.europa.eu/news/enisa-news/privacy-by-design-in-big-data-an-overview-of-privacy-enhancing-technologies-in-the-era-of-big-data-analytics
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/news/enisa-news/privacy-by-design-in-big-data-an-overview-of-privacy-enhancing-technologies-in-the-era-of-big-data-analytics
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Architecture”69 that identifies a “NIST Big Data Reference Architecture” (NBDRA) that, as shown 

in the picture below, encompasses five main functional components: 

 

 System Orchestrator: defines and integrates the required data application activities into an 

operational vertical system; 

 Data Provider: introduces new data or information feeds into the Big Data system; 

 Big Data Application Provider: executes a data life cycle to meet security and privacy 

requirements as well as System Orchestrator-defined requirements; 

 Big Data Framework Provider: establishes a computing framework in which to execute 

certain transformation applications while protecting the privacy and integrity of data; and 

 Data Consumer: includes end users or other systems that use the results of the Big Data 

Application Provider. 

 

 
 

Figure 11.  NIST Big Data Reference Architecture 
(Source: NIST Special Publication 1500-6 - Big Data Interoperability Framework - Volume 6 -Reference Architecture) 

 

 
6.4 The NIST model for Big Data Security 

 

To protect, throughout security measures, means “to preserve value”. The key point of the NIST 

reference architecture is given by two pivotal value chains, the “Information” and the “IT” value 

chain, that characterize the value of Big Data processing. So, to properly face the challenge of 

providing security to Big Data, it’s necessary to protect the value chain from the data provider to the 

data consumer: this one “consumes” the data received, necessarily trusting the quality of those data 

                                                        
69 https://www.nist.gov/publications/nist-big-data-interoperability-framework-volume-6-reference-architecture 

https://www.nist.gov/publications/nist-big-data-interoperability-framework-volume-6-reference-architecture
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all along the information chain and giving a rise to a knowledge creation process, that in our case is 

devoted to properly manage and adequately protect critical infrastructures.  

 

Any possible threat to each link of the value chain where Big Data information flows should be 

considered and the related risk managed. The other dimension of value is created by the IT 

infrastructure that enables the collection, communication, storing at different stages and elaboration 

of such information.  And as in the previous case, any possible event threatening data and 

information processed throughout the IT value chain should be evaluated and the related risk 

managed. 

 

Let’s now consider the privacy infringement issues as a specific additional inner threat to Big Data 

value chain. As previously mentioned, treating without due attention data referring to natural 

persons may endanger the rights and freedom of those individuals. So we should not only consider 

the potential damage (value destruction) as a consequence of a violation of integrity, availability, 

confidentiality of data and information, since when personal data are involved in processing, 

specific additional risks impacting on individuals are to be considered. The power of Big Data 

processing may threaten the identity, the personal life, the dignity, the personal freedom and self-

determination of the of data subjects involved. 

 

So when personal data are involved in processing operations the possible negative consequences for 

data subjects, as well sanctions for violations of applicable data protection legislative frameworks, 

must be seriously taken into account. Let’s consider, as shown in the picture below, the scenario of 

the massive flow of information that could be processed by Big Data systems originated by Internet 

of Thighs and that may involve and intensive and pervasive processing of personal data.  

 

 

 
  

Figure 12. The IoT landscape  
(Source: Goldman Sachs - The Internet of Things: Making sense of the next mega-trend)  

 

About this issue, on the base of the general model of Big Data Reference Architecture, NIST 

developed a framework to manage Security and Privacy of Big Data provided by the “NIST Special 

Publication 1500-4 - NIST Big Data Interoperability Framework: Volume 4, Security and 
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Privacy”70.  The security and privacy objectives in relation to the main actors of Big Data context 

and the related interfaces, are identified as follows.  

 

 Interface Between Data Providers → Big Data Application Provider  

Data coming in from data providers may have to be validated for integrity and authenticity. 

Incoming traffic may be maliciously used for launching DoS attacks or for exploiting software 

vulnerabilities on premise. Therefore, real-time security monitoring is useful. Data discovery and 

classification should be performed in a manner that respects privacy.  

 

 Interface Between Big Data Application Provider → Data Consumer  

Data, including aggregate results delivered to data consumers, must preserve privacy. Data accessed 

by third parties or other entities should follow legal regulations such as HIPAA. Concerns include 

access to sensitive data by the government.  

 

 Interface Between Application Provider ↔ Big Data Framework Provider  

Data can be stored and retrieved under encryption. Access control policies should be in place to 

assure that data is only accessed at the required granularity with proper credentials. Sophisticated 

encryption techniques can allow applications to have rich policy-based access to the data as well as 

enable searching, filtering on the encrypted data, and computations on the underlying plaintext.  

 

 Internal to Big Data Framework Provider  

Data at rest and transaction logs should be kept secured. Key management is essential to control 

access and keep track of keys. Non-relational databases should have a layer of security measures. 

Data provenance is essential to having proper context for security and function of the data at every 

stage. DoS attacks should be mitigated to assure availability of the data.  

 

 System Orchestrator  

A System Orchestrator may play a critical role in identifying, managing, auditing, and sequencing 

Big Data processes across the components. For example, a workflow that moves data from a 

collection stage to further preparation may implement aspects of security or privacy. System 

Orchestrators: 

- present an additional attractive attack surface for adversaries; 

- often require permanent or transitory elevated permissions 

- present opportunities to implement security mechanisms, monitor provenance, access 

systems management tools, provide audit points, and inadvertently subjugate privacy or other 

information assurance measures. 

 

The interactions among these components are shown in Figure n. 13. 

 

Figure n. 14 presents a security operational taxonomy related to the NBDRA components. 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
70 https://bigdatawg.nist.gov/_uploadfiles/NIST.SP.1500-4.pdf 

https://bigdatawg.nist.gov/_uploadfiles/NIST.SP.1500-4.pdf
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Figure 13.   Security and Privacy Fabric Overlay NIST Big Data 

Reference Architecture 
(Source: NIST Big Data Interoperability Framework: Volume 4, Security and Privacy) 
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Figure 14. Security Operational Taxonomy Mapping the NIST Big Data Reference 

Architecture Components (Draft) 
  (Source: NIST Big Data Interoperability Framework: Volume 4, Security and Privacy)   

 
 
It’s worth of notice that ISO/IEC Joint Technical Committee 1 WG  9 is developing the multipart 

standard ISO/IEC 20547 “Information Technology-Big Data Reference Architecture”.   
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6.5 The EU data protection legislation: challenges of privacy principles 
adoption when developing Big Data  
 
Let’s say that the challenge of Privacy safeguard engineering is to make possible the knowledge 

creation process enabled by Big Data respecting the rights and freedom of individuals.  

Article 29 Data Protection Working Party in “Statement of the WP29 on the impact of the 

development of Big Data on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of their 

personal data in the EU” 71 argues that:  

“As an important part of Big Data operations relies on the extensive processing of the personal 

data of individuals in the EU, it also raises important social, legal and ethical questions, among 

which concerns with regard to the privacy and data protection rights of these individuals. The 

benefits to be derived from Big Data analysis can therefore be reached only under the condition 

that the corresponding privacy expectations of users are appropriately met and their data 

protection rights are respected” 

 

Article n. 5 of GDPR provides principles relating to processing of personal data: lawfulness, 

fairness and transparency, purpose limitation, data minimization, accuracy, storage limitation, 

security of personal data and the necessary accountability of the “controller”. 

 

It is worth of notice that when processing Big Data specific challenges may pose the compliance to 

the “purpose limitation principle” that is expressed by two cornerstone concepts: 

 

1. “purpose specification”: personal data must be collected for 'specified, explicit and   

legitimate    purposes  

2. “compatibility use”: not be 'further processed in a way incompatible' with those purposes. 

 

That’s to say that: 

 the specific purposes for which personal data are processed should be explicit and legitimate 

and determined at the time of the collection of the personal data; 

 the processing of personal data for purposes other than those for which the personal data 

were initially collected is possible only where the processing, according to the GDPR 

provisions, is compatible with the purposes for which the personal data were initially 

collected. 

 

In Big Data environment that generally involves massive data processing operations, specific 

attention is required to guarantee the compliance to this principle.  

The computing processing power enabled by distributed computing infrastructures capabilities with 

applications designed to drill down detailed information and produce specific analytics may involve 

personal data processing since patterns relating to specific individuals may be identified. 

 

Even in the case where anonymized data are processed, specific attention is required.  As pointed 

out in “Opinion 05/2014 on Anonymization Techniques”72  by Article 29 Data Protection Working 

Party, case studies and research publications have shown how difficult it is to create a truly 

                                                        
71 http://194.242.234.211/documents/10160/3815091/WP+221+Statement+on+big+data.pdf 
72 http://www.pdpjournals.com/docs/88197.pdf 
 

http://194.242.234.211/documents/10160/3815091/WP+221+Statement+on+big+data.pdf
http://www.pdpjournals.com/docs/88197.pdf
http://www.pdpjournals.com/docs/88197.pdf
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anonymous dataset whilst retaining as much of the underlying information as required for the task. 

The opinion, among others, explains strengths and weaknesses of anonymization techniques, as 

well as the common mistakes and failures related to the use of each technique. 

The opinion elaborates on the robustness of each technique based on three criteria:  

- the possibility to single out an individual, 

- the possibility to link records relating to an individual,   

- the possibility to infer information concerning an individual 

and concludes that anonymization techniques can provide privacy guarantees and may be used to 

generate efficient anonymization processes, but only if their application is engineered appropriately.   

Furthermore, the proactive approach to data protection requires also to provide anonymization 

measure as a continuous process: 

“ …. data controllers should consider that an anonymized dataset can still present residual risks to 

data subjects. Indeed, on the one hand, anonymization and re-identification are active fields of 

research and new discoveries are regularly published, and on the other hand even anonymized 

data, like statistics, may be used to enrich existing profiles of individuals, thus creating new data 
protection issues. Thus, anonymization should not be regarded as a one-off exercise and the 

attending risks should be reassessed regularly by data controllers” 

 

Article n. 32 of GDPR sets out provisions on the security of processing. “Controllers” shall 

implement appropriate technical and organizational measures to ensure a level of security 

appropriate to the risk, including inter alia as appropriate: 

(a) the pseudonymization and encryption of personal data;   

(b) the ability to ensure the ongoing confidentiality, integrity, availability and resilience of 

processing systems and services;  

(c) the ability to restore the availability and access to personal data in a timely manner in the event 

of a physical or technical incident;  

(d) a process for regularly testing, assessing and evaluating the effectiveness of technical and 

organizational measures for ensuring the security of the processing.  

The security measures shall be implemented taking into account: 

 the state of the art,  

 the costs of implementation,  

 the nature, scope, context and purposes of processing,  

 the risk of varying likelihood and severity for the rights and freedom of natural persons. 

 

Article n. 32 of GDPR furtherly specifies that when assessing the appropriate level of security, the 

“controller” shall take into account the risks from accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, 

alteration, unauthorized disclosure, or access to personal data transmitted, stored or otherwise 

processed. 

 

It’s clear that the risk-based approach is the pivotal activity for a successful personal data protection 

strategy as well the “Privacy by Design” and “Privacy by Default” approach as provided in article 

n. 25 of the GDPR.  The “controller” shall take into account the risks for rights and freedom of 

natural persons posed by the processing and: 

 both at the time of the determination of the means for processing and at the time of the 

processing itself, implement the appropriate technical and organizational measures; 

 ensuring that, by default, only personal data which are necessary for each specific purpose 

of the processing are processed; that obligation applies to the amount of personal data 

collected, the extent of their processing, the period of their storage and their accessibility. 
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7. Open Challenges and future directions  
 
The growth rate of data production has increased drastically over the past years with the 

proliferation of smart and sensor devices. This Guide conducted a survey in the context of Big Data 

analytics, by discussing various opportunities brought about data analytics. The different sources of 

data of interest for the purpose of this research were discussed. After that Big Data analytics types, 

methods, and technologies were presented. In addition, the challenges introduced by hybrid threats, 

security, and privacy issues were discussed. We concluded that existing Big Data analytics 

solutions remained in their early stages of development.  

 

Heterogeneity, scale, timeliness, complexity, and privacy problems with Big Data impede progress 

at all phases of the pipeline that can create value from data. The problems start right away during 

data acquisition, when the data tsunami requires us to make decisions, currently in an ad hoc 

manner, about what data to keep and what to discard, and how to store what we keep reliably with 

the right metadata.73 Big Data Analytics technologies are still in their early stages. Several existing 

research challenges have not yet been addressed at the present stages74.  

It should also be mentioned that Critical Infrastructures constitute an important but “limited” world 

and the number of researches for their protection and resilience is small compared to other fields. 

On the other side Critical Infrastructures are complex systems made from components often used in 

different types of application.  Consequently, if today it is difficult to think of “one system” (made 

from many integrated subsystems) to protect Critical Infrastructures; it seems possible to devise a 

“step by step” integration of the most applicable results of the researches in specialized fields (like 

BDA, AI, etc.).  

 

Heterogeneity and Incompleteness 

Present machine analysis algorithms expect homogeneous data, and cannot understand nuance. In 

consequence, data must be carefully structured as a first step in (or prior to) data analysis. Some 

methods (e.g. Fuzzy logic, AI neural nets) can be suitable to manage heterogeneity and 

incompleteness but their usage in supporting Critical Infrastructures operative environment seems 

far from now. 
 

Scale 

Managing large and rapidly increasing volumes of data has been a challenging issue for many 

decades. In the past, this challenge was mitigated by processors getting faster, following Moore’s 

law, to provide us with the resources needed to cope with increasing volumes of data. But, there is a 

fundamental shift underway now: data volume is scaling faster than compute resources. The second 

dramatic shift that is underway is the move towards cloud computing, which now aggregates 

multiple disparate workloads with varying performance goals into very large clusters. Cloud 

computing can be a “solution” to access very large computing resources on demand, i.e. when 

needed only for the necessary time period. Cloud computing poses some security issues specially 

when sensitive or confidential data could be transferred in different countries for processing or 

storing. This type of problems is known and solutions are available but due care must be taken. 

Availability of the data at the desired time and connection rate could be a problem in some cases.  

Some types of precautions are possible and needed but their cost is still high.  

 

                                                        
73 https://cra.org/ccc/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2015/05/bigdatawhitepaper.pdf  
74 http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7888916/ 

https://cra.org/ccc/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2015/05/bigdatawhitepaper.pdf
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7888916/
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Timeliness 

The larger the data set to be processed, the longer it will take to analyze. Nevertheless, in many 

situations the result of the analysis is required immediately. It is necessary to develop partial results 

in advance and a limited amount of incremental computation with new data can be used to arrive at 

a quick conclusion. 

 

Security 

The security issues are magnified and the network security of many organizations has moved 

beyond the “four walls”, i.e. in the “cloud”, with strategies looking particularly to network 

perimeter security and next generation tools for access control and single sign-on integration and 

encryption. In order to acquire all the benefits of analytics without invading individuals’ private 

sphere, it is necessary to control the Big Data processing and combine the appropriate data 

protections in the analytics. 

It should be noted that security, especially cyber security, is a promising field of application of Big 

Data. There is a significant number of Cyber-sec products that are based on the use of BDA. 

Presently there is not a “solution good for all” and it is probably not possible but there is a fast 

progress due to the extension of ICT security market. Critical Infrastructures, which are a small part 

of this market, should benefit from this evolution, e.g. adopting the most suitable tools when 

available and possibly promoting some comprehensive solution. 
  

Privacy 

The privacy of data is another huge concern, and one that increases in the context of Big Data. 

Privacy issues arise when a system is compromised to infer or restore personal information using 

Big Data analytics tools, although data are generated from anonymous users. In 2012 the European 

Commission set out plans for data protection, agreed four years later with the introduction of GDPR 

(General Data Protection Regulation). It aims to give citizens more control over their data, but 

simplifying the general rules so both the citizens’ world and businesses can benefit of digital 

economy. GDPR will come into force on May 25th 2018. Privacy is also an issue outside Europe 

and the NIST Big Data Reference Architecture is a good example of that. Critical Infrastructures are 

probably not the most exposed to use personal or privacy protected data but our work demonstrates 

that the problem exists and must be faced. 

 

Human Collaboration 

There are many sequences that people can more easily detect than computer algorithms do. 

Analytics for Big Data will probably not be all computational – rather it will be designed explicitly 

to have a human in the loop. At least at present stage of technology. In some cases, a Big Data 

analysis system uses the evaluation of results obtained from multiple human experts; in other cases 

the experts must examine the results of a BDA system to validate them. The interactions of 

automatic tools and people can be very complex. The more “intelligent” and complex is the BDA, 

the more difficult will be the validation of its results especially when automatic outputs are not in 

line with human expertise.  It will take some time to trust an automatic system, as it happened with 

the automatic pilot for airplanes and will happen for the automatic driving of a car.  

 

 

 
Visualization 

Big Data visualization involves the presentation of data of almost any type in a format that makes it 

easy to understand and interpret, enabling decision makers to explore data sets to identify mutual 

relationship or unexpected sequences. Visualization is an important entity in Big Data analytics, 

particularly when dealing with IoT systems where data are generated enormously. Furthermore, 

conducting data visualization is difficult because of the large size and high number of dimensions of 
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Big Data. At present, most Big Data visualization tools used for IoT exhibit poor performance 

results in terms of functionality, scalability, and response time. 

 

Integration 

With growing volumes of sensor and social data being generated, it has become critical to make 

large amounts of information available for exploitation and analysis. Big data integration provides a 

single view, taking traditional data, machine-generated data, social media, web data, and data from 

the Internet of Things (IoT) and combining it to provide the most complete and up-to-date view of 

reference framework. It drives an accurate and deep understanding you need to boost performance 

and allow analysis that wouldn't otherwise be possible. 
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Appendix  A: Literature Survey 
 
 AAAS-FBI-UNICRI, National and Transnational Security Implications of Big Data in the 

Life Sciences,75  A Joint AAAS (American Association for the Advancement of Science) -FBI (Federal 

Bureau of Investigations) -UNICRI (United Nations Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute) 

Project, 2014 

 
Big Data analytics also have the potential to enable deeper insight into complex scientific problems by 

leveraging ever-increasing stores of knowledge coupled with ever-improving processing capabilities. These 

beneficial aspects of Big Data have been well-documented and widely touted. However, less attention has 

been paid to the possible risks associated with these technologies beyond issues related to privacy. These 

risks include, but are not limited to, vulnerabilities of datasets to cyber intrusion and design of biological 

weapons derived from the integration and analysis of Big Data in the life sciences. 

 

 Aniello L., Bondavalli A., Ceccarelli A., Ciccotelli C., Cinque M., Frattini F., Guzzo A., 

Pecchia A., Pugliese A., Querzoni L., Russo S., Big Data in Critical Infrastructures Security 

monitoring: challenges and opportunities,76 – work supported by the TENACE PRIN Project (n. 

20103P34XC) funded by the Italian Ministry of Education, University and Research.2014 

 
Challenges and opportunities are discussed along three main research directions: i) use of distinct and 

heterogeneous data sources, ii) monitoring with adaptive granularity, and iii) attack modeling and runtime 

combination of multiple data analysis techniques. 

 

 Coden M., Bartol N., Our Critical Infrastructure is more vulnerable than ever. it doesn’t 

have to be that way, 77 - World Economic Forum, 2017  

 
As the number of interconnected devices continues to increase, the number of potential access points for 

hackers to disrupt critical infrastructure grows as well. All of these devices need to be designed, implemented 

and deployed in ways that make them less vulnerable to attacks. 

 Chun-Wei Tsai, Chin-Feng Lai, Han-Chieh Chao, Athanasios V. Vasilakos,  Big Data 

Analytics – A Survey, 78 

The paper  reviews studies on the data analytics from the traditional data analysis to the recent Big Data 

analysis. 

 
 Conti V., Big Data Analytics per la Sicurezza delle Infrastrutture Critiche,79 - 2014 
 

 CSA, Top Ten Big Data Security and Privacy Challenges,80 -Nov 2012 

 
Security and privacy issues are magnified by velocity, volume and variety of Big Data , such as large scale 

cloud infrastructures, diversity of data sources and formats, streaming nature of data acquisition, and high 

volume inter-cloud migration. Therefore, traditional security mechanisms, which are tailored to securing 

small-scale static (as opposed to streaming) data are inadequate. This paper highlights top ten Big Data-

specific security and privacy challenges. 

 

                                                        
75 https://www.aaas.org/sites/default/files/AAAS-FBI-UNICRI_Big_Data_Report_111014.pdf 
76 https://arxiv.org/pdf/1405.0325.pdf 
77 https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/02/our-critical-infrastructure-is-more-vulnerable-than-ever-it-doesn-t-
have-to-be-that-way/ 
78https://journalofbigdata.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/s40537-015-0030-3  
79 http://www.theinnovationgroup.it/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Conti_BigData-Analytics-per-la-sicurezza-delle-
Infrastrutture-Critiche.pdf 
80 https://downloads.cloudsecurityalliance.org/initiatives/bdwg/Big_Data_Top_Ten_v1.pdf 

https://www.aaas.org/sites/default/files/AAAS-FBI-UNICRI_Big_Data_Report_111014.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1405.0325.pdf
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/02/our-critical-infrastructure-is-more-vulnerable-than-ever-it-doesn-t-have-to-be-that-way/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/02/our-critical-infrastructure-is-more-vulnerable-than-ever-it-doesn-t-have-to-be-that-way/
https://journalofbigdata.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/s40537-015-0030-3
http://www.theinnovationgroup.it/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Conti_BigData-Analytics-per-la-sicurezza-delle-Infrastrutture-Critiche.pdf
http://www.theinnovationgroup.it/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Conti_BigData-Analytics-per-la-sicurezza-delle-Infrastrutture-Critiche.pdf
https://downloads.cloudsecurityalliance.org/initiatives/bdwg/Big_Data_Top_Ten_v1.pdf
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 CSA, Big Data Security and Privacy Handbook, 81 
 

This Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) document lists out, in detail, the best practices that should be followed by 

Big Data service providers to fortify their infrastructures. In each section, CSA presents 10 considerations 

for each of the top 10 major challenges in Big Data security and privacy. In total, this listing provides the 

reader with a roster of 100 best practices.  

 

 CSA, Security Guidance for Critical Areas in Cloud Computing , 82 2009  

 
To aid both cloud customers and cloud providers, CSA developed “Security Guidance for Critical Areas in 

Cloud Computing”, initially released in April 2009, and revised in December 2009. This guidance has 

quickly become the industry standard catalogue of best practices to secure Cloud Computing, consistently 

lauded for its comprehensive approach to the problem, across 13 domains of concern. 

 

 CSA, Top Threats to Cloud Computing, 83 2010  

 
The purpose of this document, “Top Threats to Cloud Computing”, is to provide needed context to assist 

organizations in making educated risk management decisions regarding their cloud adoption strategies. In 

essence, this threat research document should be seen as a companion to “Security Guidance for Critical 

Areas in Cloud Computing”. As the first deliverable in the CSA’s Cloud Threat Initiative, the “Top Threats” 

document will be updated regularly to reflect expert consensus on the probable threats which customers 

should be concerned about. 

 

 Data-Pop Alliance Big Data for climate change and disaster resilience: realizing the 

benefits for developing countries,84 Data-Pop Alliance Synthesis Report, 2015 

 
We conceptualize Big Data not just as large datasets, some of which have been used for decades in 

climatology, but as a new socio-technological phenomenon resulting from the emergence and development of 

an ecosystem made up of the new kinds of data ‘crumbs’ generated and collected by digital devices and 

services, ever more powerful computing power and analytics tools.  

This report explores the opportunities, challenges and required steps for leveraging this new ecosystem of 

Big Data to monitor and detect hazards, mitigate their effects, and assist in relief efforts. Ultimately the goal 

is to build resilience so that vulnerable communities and countries as complex human ecosystems not only 

‘bounce back’ but also learn to adapt to maintain equilibrium in the face of natural hazards. 

 

 De Nicola A., Villani M. L., Creative Modelling of Emergency Management Scenarios,85 

European CIIP Newsletter, Issue 19 Vol. 8, No. 3, 2014. 
 
 ENISA, Cloud Computing: Benefits, Risks and Recommandations for Information Security, 
86 November 2009  

 
The key statement of this paper is that the cloud’s economies of scale and flexibility are both a friend and a 

foe from a security point of view. The massive concentrations of resources and data present a more attractive 

target to attackers, but cloud-based defences can be more robust, scalable and cost-effective. This paper 

allows an informed assessment of the security risks and benefits of using cloud computing - providing 

security guidance for potential and existing users of cloud computing. 

 

 ENISA, Good  Practices and Recommendations on the Security of Big Data Systems,87 -

March 2016 

                                                        
81 https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/download/big-data-security-and-privacy-handbook/ 
82 https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/guidance/#_overview 
83 http://www.cloudsecurityalliance.org/topthreats/csathreats.v1.0.pdf 
84 http://datapopalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/Big-Data-for-Resilience-2015-Report.pdf 
85 https://www.ciprnet.eu/ecn.html 
86  http://www.enisa.europa.eu/act/rm/files/deliverables/cloud-computing-risk-assessment 
87https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/big-data-security  

https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/download/big-data-security-and-privacy-handbook/
https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/guidance/#_overview
http://www.cloudsecurityalliance.org/topthreats/csathreats.v1.0.pdf
http://datapopalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/Big-Data-for-Resilience-2015-Report.pdf
https://www.ciprnet.eu/ecn.html
http://www.enisa.europa.eu/act/rm/files/deliverables/cloud-computing-risk-assessment
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/big-data-security
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One of the main issues in using Big Data systems is security and the security of the whole system must be 

holistically approached. Moreover, the integration of different technologies introduces new security issues 

that must be properly addressed.  In creating this report we analyzed input from a number of different 

sources and, based on the Big Data analysis, recommendations to organizations are provided on how to 

support secure adoption of Big Data systems. 
 

 ENISA,  Big Data Threat Landscape and Good Practice Guide, 88Jan 2016 

 
This Threat Landscape and Good Practice Guide for Big Data provides an overview of the current state of 

security in the Big Data area. In particular, it identifies Big Data assets, analyses exposure of these assets to 

threats, lists threat agents, takes into account published vulnerabilities and risks, and points to emerging 

good practices and new researches in the field. To this aim, ongoing community-driven efforts and publicly 

available information have been taken into account. 

 

 ENISA, Privacy by design in Big Data, 89- Dec 2015 

 
The present study explain the need to shift the discussion from “Big Data versus privacy” to “Big Data with 

privacy”, adopting the privacy and data protection principles as an essential value of Big Data, not only for 

the benefit of the individuals, but also for the very prosperity of Big Data Analytics. In this respect, the 

concept of privacy by design is key in identifying the privacy requirements early at the Big Data Analytics 

value chain and in subsequently implementing the necessary technical and organizational measures. 

 

 Esposito D., Big Data Analytics For Critical Infrastructure Monitoring,90 Università degli 

studi di Napoli Federico II. Tesi di Laurea Magistrale in Programmazione II. Anno Accademico 

2013/2014. 

 
The purpose of this thesis is the development and testing of applications for the online analysis of critical 

systems logs using Big Data Analytics tools. 

 

 Etchevés Miciolino E., Di Noto D. and others “PREEMPTIVE: an Integrated Approach to 

Intrusion Detection and Prevention In Industrial Control Systems”,91 International Journal of 

Critical Infrastructures, Vol. 18, September 2017.  

 
This publication provides an overview of the results attained by the Preemptive project to improve the cyber-

security of ICSs. Preemptive devised several integrated tools for detection and prevention of intrusions in this 

context. It also provides a way to correlate many small events giving rise to more significant ones, and shows 

the whole cyber-security state to the user by means of specific Human-Machine Interfaces. 

 

 European Commission – Cybersecurity Strategy of the European Union (Join 2013- 1 final) 
92 2013 

 
 Securing network and information systems in the EU is essential to keep the online economy running and to 

ensure prosperity. The European Union works on a number of fronts to ensure cyber security in Europe, from 

raising the capabilities of the Member States to implementing the international cooperation on cyber security 

and cybercrime. The  the cybersecurity strategy for the European Union and the European Agenda on security 

provide the overall strategic framework for the EU initiatives on cyber security and cybercrime. 

  

 Feng Chen, Pan Deng, Jiafu Wan, Daqiang Zhang, Athanasios V. Vasilakos, Xiaohui Rong, 

Data mining for the Internet of Things: Literature Review and Challenges, 93 Int. J. Distrib. Sensor 

Netw., vol. 12, Aug. 2015 

                                                        
88 https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/bigdata-threat-landscape 
89https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/big-data-protection 
90 http://143.225.81.37/www.mobilab.unina.it/tesi/TesiDanieleEspositoM63000183.pdf  
91 https://www.dia.uniroma3.it/~compunet/www/docs/pizzo/PREEMPTIVE.pdf 
92 https://eeas.europa.eu/archives/docs/policies/eu-cyber-security/cybsec_comm_en.pdf 

https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/bigdata-threat-landscape
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/big-data-protection
http://143.225.81.37/www.mobilab.unina.it/tesi/TesiDanieleEspositoM63000183.pdf
https://www.dia.uniroma3.it/~compunet/www/docs/pizzo/PREEMPTIVE.pdf
https://eeas.europa.eu/archives/docs/policies/eu-cyber-security/cybsec_comm_en.pdf
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In order to make IoT smarter, lots of analysis technologies are introduced into IoT; one of the most valuable 

technologies is data mining. Data mining involves discovering novel, interesting,  and potentially useful 

patterns from large data sets and applying algorithms to the extraction of hidden information. 
 

 Gaglione A., Threat Analysis And Detection In Critical Infrastructure Security, 94 Università 

degli studi di Napoli Federico II. Tesi di Dottorato di Ricerca. Anno Accademico 2009  

 
Heterogeneity of sensing technologies for critical infrastructure security has highlighted the problem of the 

integrated management of data coming from different sensor networks. This fact becomes even more 

important when retrieved data have to be correlated in order to early detect and properly manage threats. 

This thesis presents an integration framework for heterogeneous sensor systems which provides a standard 

way to manage, query and interact with sensors. 

 

 Kappenberger R., Protecting Your Data Against Cyber Attacks in BIG DATA Environments, 
95 February 2016 | ISSA Journal  

 

 The article discusses the inherent risk of Big Data environments such as Hadoop and how companies 

can take steps to protect the data in such an environment from current attacks. It describes the best practices 

in applying current technology to secure sensitive data without removing analytical capabilities.  
 

  Marjani M.,  Nasaruddin F.,  Gani A.,  Karim A., Abaker I., Hashem T., A., Yaqoob I., Big 

IoT Data Analytics: Architecture, Opportunities, and Open Research Challenges, 96 - 2017 

 
Voluminous amounts of data have been produced, since the past decade as the miniaturization of Internet of 

things (IoT) devices increases. However, such data are not useful without analytic power. Numerous Big Data, 

IoT, and analytics solutions have enabled people to obtain valuable insight into large data generated by IoT 

devices. However, these solutions are still in their infancy, and the domain lacks a comprehensive survey. This 

paper investigates the state-of-the-art research efforts directed toward big IoT data analytics. The relationship 

between Big Data analytics and IoT is explained. Moreover, this paper adds value by proposing a new 

architecture for big IoT data analytics. Furthermore, big IoT data analytic types, methods, and technologies 

for Big Data mining are discussed. Numerous notable use cases are also presented. Several opportunities 

brought by data analytics in IoT paradigm are then discussed. Finally, open research challenges, such as 

privacy, Big Data mining, visualization, and integration, are presented as future research directions. 

 

 Moreno J., M.A. Serrano, E. Fernández-Medina, Main Issues in Big Data Security, 97 - 

Alarcos Research Group, University of Castilla-La Mancha, 1 September 2016. 

 
Data is currently one of the most important assets for companies in every field .The continuous growth in the 

importance and volume of data has created a new problem: it cannot be handled by traditional analysis 

techniques. This problem was, therefore, solved through the creation of a new paradigm: Big Data. 

However, Big Data originated new issues related not only to the volume or the variety of the data, but also to 

data security and privacy. In order to obtain a full perspective of the problem, we decided to carry out an 

investigation with the objective of highlighting the main issues regarding Big Data security, and also the 

solutions proposed by the scientific community to solve them. In this paper, we explain the results obtained 

                                                                                                                                                                                        
93https://www.google.it/search?dcr=0&source=hp&q=F.+Chen+et+al.%2C+%60%60Data+mining+for+the+Internet+of
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after applying a systematic mapping study to security in the Big Data ecosystem. It is almost impossible to 

carry out detailed research into the entire topic of security, and the outcome of this research is, therefore, a 

big picture of the main problems related to security in a Big Data system, along with the principal 

solutions to them proposed by the research community. 

 

 National (The) Academies Press, Enhancing the Resilience of the Nation’s Electricity 

System, 98 – 2017  

 
Most organizations that have employed various Distributed Energy Resources (DER) strategies on a large 

scale have discovered that the need for “Big Data” analytics and other strategies to optimize the operation 

and control of these distributed assets is nascent, and more effort is needed to further develop the algorithms 

to enhance system operations and resilience by managing DER deployment. This is particularly true during 

off normal conditions where the DER might be providing emergency backup power to support system 

restoration. Finally, these DER assets will necessarily need to interact with each other seamlessly, including 

during normal and off-normal or emergency situations, and not create or exacerbate any adverse conditions. 

These include but are not limited to hazards to utility workers and the public, equipment damage, and sub-

optimal operation of the remaining electrical assets. 

 

 Oseku-Afful T., The use of Big Data Analytics to protect Critical Information 

Infrastructures from Cyber-Attacks,99  - Luleå University of Technology, Sweden, Degree Project, 

2016 

 
In this research, a study of the effectiveness of Big Data analytics – for cyber-attack detection – will be 

carried out. This will be done by examining the success rate (via a survey by questionnaire) in using the 

technology for the detection of sophisticated and stealthy cyber-attacks such as APTs. Given the fact that 

stealthy malware is designed to be undetected and an attack can compromise a computer system in a matter 

of seconds (Brewer, 2015), the word “effectiveness” is defined as: having a speed of detection that is within 

seconds, minutes or hours, but no more than a day as a day might be too late; able to detect stealth attacks 

significantly more often than not - at least 75% success rate. 

 

 NIST, Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity 100 Version 1.1 Draft 

2, Revised December 5, 2017  

 
The Cybersecurity Enhancement Act of 20141 (CEA) statutorily updated the role of the National Institute of 

Standards and Technology (NIST) to include identifying and developing cybersecurity risk frameworks for 

voluntary use by critical infrastructure owners and operators. Through CEA, with the Framework NIST 

focuses on using business drivers to guide cybersecurity activities and considering cybersecurity risks as part 

of the organization’s risk management processes. The Framework consists of three parts: the Framework 

Core, the Framework Profile, and the Framework Implementation Tiers. Version 1.1 Draft 2 of 

Cybersecurity Framework refines, clarifies, and enhances Version 1.0 issued in February 2014.  

 

 NIST, The NIST Definition of cloud Computing SP800-145,101 September 2011. 

 
Cloud computing is an evolving paradigm. The NIST definition characterizes important aspects of cloud 

computing and is intended to serve as a means for broad comparisons of cloud services and deployment 

strategies, and to provide a baseline for discussion from what is cloud computing to how to best use cloud 

computing. 

 

 

 NIST, Security and Privacy Controls for Federal Information Systems and Organizations, 

SP800-53 Rev. 4  , 102 -April 2013 

                                                        
98 https://www.nap.edu/catalog/24836/enhancing-the-resilience-of-the-nations-electricity-system 
99 http://ltu.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:1037515/FULLTEXT02.pdf 
100 https://www.nist.gov/news-events/news/2017/12/update-cybersecurity-framework 
101 https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800-145/final 
102 http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-53r4.pdf 
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This publication provides a catalog of security and privacy controls for federal information systems and 

organizations and a process for selecting controls to protect organizational operations (including mission, 

functions, image, and reputation), organizational assets, individuals, other organizations, and the Nation 

from a diverse set of threats including hostile cyber attacks, natural disasters, structural failures, and human 

errors. 

 

 Rouse M., “Cloud Computing” 103 
 

Cloud computing is a general term for the delivery of hosted services over the internet. Cloud computing 

enables companies to consume a compute resource, such as a virtual machine (VM), storage or an 

application, as a utility -- just like electricity -- rather than having to build and maintain computing 

infrastructures in house. 

 
 

 Stouten F., Big Data Analytics Attack Detection for Critical Information Infrastructure 

Protection,104 – Luleå University of Technology, Sweden, Master Thesis, 2016 

 
Research outcomes for this study shows a possible solution to the shortcomings by the designed IT 

artifact framework with use of Big Data analytics technology. The framework built on open source 

technology can provide attack detection, and possibly provide a solution to improve the false positives and 

false negatives for attack detection outcomes. 

 

 Valentini A., Sinibaldi G., PREEMPTIVE – PREvEntivE Methodology and Tools to protect 

utilitIEs,  105 HAL, 22 sep 2016 

 
This paper discuss the PREEMPTIVE research, an Fp7 project to provide an innovative solution for existing 

procedures enhancement, risk methods optimization and tools suitable to operate in prevention activity 

against cyber-attacks targeted on industrial networks and automated control systems of utility companies. 

 

 
 
 
 

  

                                                        
103 http://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/definition/cloud-computing 
104 http://www.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:1033470/FULLTEXT02.pdf  
105  https://hal.laas.fr/hal-01370266 

http://searchservervirtualization.techtarget.com/definition/virtual-machine
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Appendix B: Hybrid Threat and Hybrid Warfare  
 
As it happened at the time with the term "asymmetric", hybrid is a new buzzword in the military 

sector and is used to describe everything that is out of the ordinary canons. It is yet another term 

used to describe the same phenomenon, that is, the best use of all available power tools of a state / 

coalition of states in order to reach the desired end state.  

The figure below summarizes all the above-mentioned terms, highlighting the areas in which they 

are normally employed and the interconnections between them. 

 
 
The NATO Capstone Concept defines hybrid threats as “those posed by adversaries, with the ability 

to simultaneously employ conventional and non-conventional means adaptively in pursuit of their 

objectives”. By not specifying state adversaries this definition acknowledges both the ambiguity of 

the enemy, as well as the simultaneous and combined conventional and unconventional nature of 

the threat itself106. 

While definitions of hybrid threats vary and need to remain flexible to respond to their evolving 

nature, the concept aims to capture the mixture of coercive and subversive activity, conventional 

and unconventional methods (i.e. diplomatic, military, economic, technological), which can be used 

in a coordinated manner by state or non-state actors to achieve specific objectives while remaining 

below the threshold of formally declared warfare. There is usually an emphasis on exploiting the 

vulnerabilities of the target and on generating ambiguity to hinder decision-making processes. 

Massive disinformation campaigns, using social media to control the political narrative or to 

radicalise, recruit and direct proxy actors can be vehicles for hybrid threats107. 

Hybrid threats exploit the “full-spectrum” of modern warfare; they are not restricted to 

conventional means. It is the so called Hybrid Warfare (HW) with the reference, in different ways, 

to those strategies that prefer the use of any advantage over the opponent on the entire elements of 

national power spectrum, in short DIMEFIL108, in order to affirm their will, not necessarily within 

the declared wars109. 

                                                        
106 Allied Comand Trasformation “NATO Countering the Hybrid Threats”,  
http://www.act.nato.int/images/stories/events/2010/20100826_bi-sc_cht.pdf  
107 European Commission “ Joint Framework on countering hybrid threats” ,  JOIN(2016) 18 final, Brussels 6.4 2016 
108 DIMEFIL stands for Diplomatic/Political, Information, Military, Economic, Financial, Intelligence and Law 
Enforcement (Elements of National Power; US DoD),   
109 CESMA Working Group on Hybrid Threats “Hybrid Cyber Warfare and the Evolution of Aerospace Power: risks and 
opportunities”, CESMA 2017 

http://www.act.nato.int/images/stories/events/2010/20100826_bi-sc_cht.pdf
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In the general context of the Hybrid Warfare a specific expression is the Hybrid Cyber Warfare, 

which comprises IW (Information Warfare) and CW (Cyber Warfare).  

Information Warfare, according to NATO concept, is “a military function to provide advice and 

coordination of military information activities in order to create desired effects on the will, 

understanding and capability of adversaries, potential adversaries and other NAC approved parties 

in support of Alliance mission objectives” (AJP-3.10, Nov 2009).  
Instead, the Cyber Warfare is defined as the activity of a State, or non-State actor, meant to 

penetrate computers and networks of other States in order to disrupt and damage their capabilities 

and assets, such as critical infrastructures and military systems (i.e. C4ISTAR), and steal, deface or 

destroy classified political-military and economic-financial data. It can be addressed both to the 

assets and to the population and it is economic, invisible, anonym, feasible from everywhere and at 

any time.  

The Table below compares these types of conflict: 
 

HCW  

 

CW  

 

IW  

Regular – Irregular  Regular – Irregular  Regular – (Irregular)  

Symmetric – Asymm/Dyssim  Symmetric – Asymm/Dyssim  Symmetric – Asymm/Dyssim  

Unconventional –

Unconventional  

Unconventional  Unconventional  

(Regular-Irregular refers to State and non-States forces; Symmetric-Asymmetric/Dyssimetric refers to 

capabilities; and Conventional-Unconventional refers to the type of weapons used)110. 

 

In conclusion and in short we talked about: 

 Hybrid Threat as the result of different elements whose interconnection causes a 

multidimensional threat;  

 Hybrid Conflict, which is based on a mix of heterogeneous means, but not armed forces;  

 Hybrid War as the use of armed forces with a mix of deterrence, economic supremacy, 

exploitation of political vulnerabilities, technological tools and diplomatic methods. 

The object of Chapter 4 can be roughly related to Hybrid Conflict. 

  

 

  

                                                        
110 Giuseppe G. Zorzino (editor) “Hybrid Cyber Warfare and the evolution of the Aerospace Power: risks and 
opportunities” CESMA, 2017. 
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Appendix  C:  Threat  Descriptions  Identified by CSA  
 

Threat #1: Abuse and Nefarious Use of Cloud Computing 
(Service Models: IaaS PaaS) 
IaaS providers offer their customers the illusion of unlimited compute, network, and storage 

capacity — often coupled with a ‘frictionless’ registration process where anyone with a valid credit 

card can register 

and immediately begin using cloud services. Some providers even offer free limited trial periods. 

By abusing the relative anonymity behind these registration and usage models, spammers, malicious 

code authors, and other criminals have been able to conduct their activities with relative impunity. 

PaaS providers have traditionally suffered most from this kind of attacks; however, recent evidence 

shows that hackers have begun to target IaaS vendors as well. Future areas of concern include 

password and key cracking, DDOS111, launching dynamic attack points, hosting malicious data, 

botnet command and control, building rainbow tables, and CAPTCHA112 solving farms. 

Remediation: 

 Stricter initial registration and validation processes. 

 Enhanced credit card fraud monitoring and coordination. 

 Comprehensive introspection of customer network traffic. 

 Monitoring public blacklists for one’s own network blocks. 

 

Threat #2: Insecure Interfaces and APIs  
(Service Models IaaS PaaS SaaS) 

Cloud Computing providers expose a set of software interfaces or APIs (Application Programming 

Interfaces)  that customers use to manage and interact with cloud services. Provisioning, 

management, orchestration, and monitoring are all performed using these interfaces. The security 

and availability of general cloud services is dependent upon the security of these basic APIs. From 

authentication and access control to encryption and activity monitoring, these interfaces must be 

designed to protect against both accidental and malicious attempts to circumvent policy. 

Furthermore, organizations and third parties often build upon these interfaces to offer value-added 

services to their customers. This introduces the complexity of the new layered API; it also increases 

risk, as organizations may be required to relinquish their credentials to third parties in order to 

enable their agency. 

Remediation: 

 Analyze the security model of cloud provider interfaces. 

Ensure strong authentication and access controls are implemented in concert with encrypted 

transmission. 

 Understand the dependency chain associated with the API. 

 

Threat #3: Malicious Insiders Description 
(Service Models: IaaS PaaS SaaS) 
The threat of a malicious insider is well-known to most organizations. This threat is amplified for 

consumers of cloud services by the convergence of IT services and customers under a single 

management domain, combined with a general lack of transparency into provider process and 

procedure. For example, a provider may not reveal how it grants employees access to physical and 

virtual assets, how it monitors these employees, or how it analyzes and reports on policy 

compliance. To complicate matters, there is often little or no visibility into the hiring standards and 

practices for cloud employees. This kind of situation clearly creates an attractive opportunity for an 

adversary — ranging from the hobbyist hacker, to organized crime, to corporate espionage, or even 

                                                        
111 DDOS: Distributed Denial of Service 
112 CAPTCHA: Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart 
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nation-state sponsored intrusion. The level of access granted could enable such an adversary to 

harvest confidential data or gain complete control over the cloud services with little or no risk of 

detection. 

Remediation: 

 Enforce strict supply chain management and conduct a comprehensive supplier assessment. 

 Specify human resource requirements as part of legal contracts. 

 Require transparency into overall information security and management practices, as well as 

compliance reporting. 

 Determine security breach notification processes. 

 

Threat #4: Shared Technology Issues  
(Service Models: IaaS PaaS SaaS) 
IaaS vendors deliver their services in a scalable way by sharing infrastructure. Often, the 

underlying  components that make up this infrastructure (e.g., CPU caches, GPUs, etc.) were not 

designed to offer 

strong isolation properties for a multi-tenant architecture. To address this gap, a virtualization 

hypervisor mediates access between guest operating systems and the physical compute resources. 

Still, even hypervisors have exhibited flaws that have enabled guest operating systems to gain 

inappropriate levels of control or influence on the underlying platform. A defense in depth strategy 

is recommended, and should include compute, storage, and network security enforcement and 

monitoring. Strong compartmentalization should be employed to ensure that individual customers 

do not impact the operations of other tenants running on the same cloud provider. Customers should 

not have access to any other tenant’s actual or residual data, network traffic, etc. 

Remediation: 

 Implement security best practices for installation/configuration. 

 Monitor environment for unauthorized changes/activity. 

Promote strong authentication and access control for administrative access and operations. 

 Enforce service level agreements for patching and vulnerability remediation. 

 Conduct vulnerability scanning and configuration audits. 

 

Threat #5: Data Loss or Leakage 
(Service Models: IaaS PaaS SaaS) 

There are many ways to compromise data. Deletion or alteration of records without a backup of the 

original content is an obvious example. Unlinking a record from a larger context may render it 

unrecoverable, 

as can storage on unreliable media. Loss of an encoding key may result in effective destruction. 

Finally, unauthorized parties must be prevented from gaining access to sensitive data. The threat of 

data compromise increases in the cloud, due to the number of and interactions between risks and 

challenges which are 

either unique to cloud, or more dangerous because of the architectural or operational characteristics 

of the cloud environment. 

Remediation: 

 Implement strong API access control. 

 Encrypt and protect integrity of data in transit. 

 Analyzes data protection at both design and run time. 

 Implement strong key generation, storage and management, and destruction practices. 

 Contractually demand providers wipe persistent media before it is released into the pool. 

 Contractually specify provider backup and retention strategies. 

 

Threat #6: Account or Service Hijacking 
(Service Models: IaaS PaaS SaaS) 
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Account or service hijacking is not new. Attack methods such as phishing, fraud, and exploitation 

of software vulnerabilities still achieve results. Credentials and passwords are often reused, which 

amplifies the impact of such attacks. Cloud solutions add a new threat to the landscape. If an 

attacker gains access to your credentials, they can eavesdrop on your activities and transactions, 

manipulate data, return falsified information, and redirect your clients to illegitimate sites. Your 

account or service instances may become a new base for the attacker. From here, they may leverage 

the power of your reputation to launch subsequent attacks. 

Remediation: 

 Prohibit the sharing of account credentials between users and services. 

 Leverage strong two-factor authentication techniques where possible. 

 Employ proactive monitoring to detect unauthorized activity. 

 Understand cloud provider security policies and SLAs. 

 

Threat #7: Unknown Risk Profile 
(Service Models: IaaS PaaS Saa) 

One of the tenets of Cloud Computing is the reduction of hardware and software ownership and 

maintenance to allow companies to focus on their core business strengths. This has clear financial 

and operational 

benefits, which must be weighed carefully against the contradictory security concerns —

complicated by the fact that cloud deployments are driven by anticipated benefits, by groups who 

may lose track of the security ramifications. Versions of software, code updates, security practices, 

vulnerability profiles, intrusion attempts, and security design, are all important factors for 

estimating your company’s security posture. Information about who is sharing your infrastructure 

may be pertinent, in addition to network intrusion logs, redirection attempts and/or successes, and 

other logs. 

Security by obscurity may be low effort, but it can result in unknown exposures. It may also impair 

the in-depth analysis required highly controlled or regulated operational areas. 

Remediation: 

 Disclosure of applicable logs and data. 

 Partial/full disclosure of infrastructure details (e.g., patch levels, firewalls, etc.). 

 Monitoring and alerting on necessary information. 
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